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ABSTRACT

The compounds RCr03, where R is a rare earth element

or Yttrium, crystallize as orthorhombically distorted
perovskites with the space group Pbnm. At suffícìentiy low

temperatures these compounds order anti f erromagnet'i ca'l ìy

( Néel temperatures between I 00-300 K) j n one of a few

temperature-dependent sp'i n confi gurati ons, most commonly the

fZ(Fx) and f+(Fr), which have a net weak ferromagnetic moment

along the È an¿ È crystallographic axes respectiveìy.
Different experimental techniques have been app'l ied to study

the magnetic properties of these compounds. In particular,
bulk magnetizatíon and susceþtibility, specific heat studjes

and optical absorption spectroscopy have been empìoyed to

study the field and temperature induced sp'in reorientation.
0f these methods, opticaì absorption spectroscopy is the

most direct and complete. This technique yields the energy

I evel s and the group representati on I abel s of both the Rt+

and the Crt+, f rom whi ch, i n pri nci pì e, al I the phys i ca'l

quantities of interest can be calculated. This method also

provides a very visual dispìay of sp'i n reorientatjon since

energy level positjons and selection rules depend crjtica'lly
on the spin configuration.

TmCr03 has been s tudi ed us i ng magneti zati on and

susceptibiìity methods. But optical studies have on'ly been
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conducted 'i n th.e region -13700 cm-t (-7300 Âl where excitons

due to the Crt* have been observed for many orthochromites.

However the magnetization studies yield representation labels

for the lowest two crystalline levels of Tmt* which are

di fferent from that deduced for the s i mi I ar I evel s of Tmt*

i n TmFe0r. These studies al so do not determi ne unambi guous ly
the stable spi n confi gurati on at -4.2 K, al though the excí ton

studies do indicate that the possible stable spin configuration
at such temperatures is the r4(Fz). Finally, although magnon

si debands for exci tons at -l 3700 .r- I have been reported for
some orthochromi tes, they have not been reported for TmCr0r.

The aim of this thesis is to determine the energy levels

and group representation labels of Tmt+, in sing'le crysta'l

TmCr0r, correspond'ing to the opt'icai transitions in the range

6000-8100 Â and to investigate the temperature and field
induced spin reorientation at -4.2 K. It also intends to
investigate the possible occurrence of magnon sidebands of

exci tons at I 3700 cm-l und at other energi es .

The results can be summarized as follows. Singlet
s tates of the Tmt* ground mul t'ipì et 'H6 are f ound. I n addi ti on

the positions of other Tmt+ levels in the trr, tt, and tF4

mul tr'pì ets have been determi ned. The representati on I abel s

of most of the levels have also heen determined. In particular
the two I owes t I evel s of rmt* have di fferent representati on
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I abel s j n agreement wi th the resul ts deduced from magnet-

ìzation studies. The stable spin configuration at zeyo

field is found to be f4(Fz) in agreement with the results
deduced from exciton studies of rmcr0r. The magnon side-

bands of the 13700 cm-l excitons have been found and the

magnon energies determined. They are close in value to
those deduced for YC.03. Most ìmportant of al l, magnon

sidebands in the range 5000-5200 I have been identified and

the corresponding exciton positions pnedicted. No exciton

transitions in this region have been reported in the literature
for any orthochromites. spin-fìip type transitions involving
Tmt* and cr'* are also observed although the data are not

sufficient for a more detailed understandjng.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTiON

The present thes i s i ntends to add to the i ntens i ve

amount of research that has been done on the orthochromites,
RCr0t' where R is a rare earth element or yttrium. The

moti vati ons for orthochromi te research are both practi cal

and fundamental . 0n the fundamental si de, these compounds

exhi bi t i nteresti ng phenomena as a resul t of the magneti c

interactions of the R'+ and the cr'+ ions, such as canted

anti ferromagneti sm, a compensati on poi nt and spi n-reori entati on.

Di f ferent experimental techniques have been emp'l oyed to
study these compounds including magnetization and suscept-
ibility, neutron diffraction and inerastic scattering,
speci fi c heat, opti cs (e.g. Faraday rotati on ) , opti ca1

absorpti on spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. Absorpti on

spectroscopy has the foì 1 owi ng advantages . Fi rst of al I i t
yieìds not on'ly information about the I ower energy levels,
but also about many excited states of both the Rt+ and crt+
i ons. secondly this technique provi des the mi croscopi c

parameters, the energy levels, which can be related to the

macroscopi c parameters, such as magneti zati on and speci fi c

heat, through statistical mechan'ics. Th.i rdly techniques

I i ke magneti zati on and speci fi c heat do not separate the

I The orthochromi tes



contributions of the Rt+ and Cr'+ ions. in contrast, optica'l

spectroscopy dispìays separateìy (except for some accídental

overlap of spectral lines) the Rt*, Cr'+ and Rt+ - Crt*
transitions. Finai 1y the optica'l absorption technique also

provides a very visual d'isplay of magnetic phase transitìons,
since energy level positions and select'ion rules depend

critica'lìy on the temperature-dependent spin configurations.

1 .2 0bjecti ve of thi s s tudy

The aim of this thesis is to determine the energy and

group representati on I abels of Tmt* I evel s i n TmCr0r. In

particular, it is intended to check the labels of the lowest

two levels of Tmt* (magnetization studies suggest these

levels are of different representation whereas absorption

studies of TmFe0, concjude that they are of the same

representati on ) . Another goa'l of thi s thesi s 'i s to determ j ne

the stable, zero field, spin configuration of TmCr03 at

hel i um temperatures. Hence thi s work exami nes i n detai I the

field- and temperature- induced spin reorientations through

the observations of the various Tm'*, C.'* and Tmt*-Cr'*transitions.

Fina'l ìy, since neither magnon sidebands of excitons at

-1 3700 .*-l have been reported for TmCr03 nor magnon sj de-

bands for the 'B' transiti ons of the Crt+ jons for any RCr03,

this thesis tries to investigate any such sidebands as wel I

as spin-flip type of transitions involving both the Tmt* and

^ 3+Lr I OnS.



L 3 Rel ati on to previ ous work

The work which will be reported in this thesis is a

modes t addi ti on to the i ntens i ve research on RCr0r, wh i ch

began at the end of the si xties and i s sti I I be j ng acti ve'ly

pursued, as witnessed by a series of papers on YbCr0,

(Kojima et â1, l9B0 I, Ii, iII). In this section the

literature will be reviewed in the perspective of this
thesis. In particular emphasis wil I be put on the optical
abs orp ti on s pec tros copy.

The research that has been done to determi ne the energy

levels of Rt+ in RCr03 as a main goal and as a means

(complementary to other studjes e.g. magnetizat-i on and

specific heat) to study magnetic interactions and spin re-
orientations will be revieured. Cr'* transitions, in
parti cul ar, the exci tons of the '0,
transiti ons (-l 3700 .r-l ) have been i ntensi vely studied

together with their assocjated magnon sidebands. Howev€Fr

magnon s i debands and the associ ated exci tons i n the 'B'
region of the Cr'* single ion transitions (-S000 Âl have

not been reported. These magnon si debands are observed j n

thi s work; hence the I i terature on thi s regi on of trans i ti on

will be briefìy reviewed. Pair transitions, of the spin-
f'l ip type, involving both Rt+ and Crt+ jons have been

reported only for RCr0, where Rt+ is a Kramer's ion. Similar
transitions for non-Kramer's ions have onìy been reported



for HoCr03 (Sl obodsky , 1979) and i n the present work. These

will be reviewed. For very detailed and excellent reviews

on RCr03 i n general and thei r magneti c i nteracti ons j n

particular the f ol'low'i ng references are suggested: Nomura,

1978 and Hornrei ch I 978. The I i terature on TmCr0, wì I ì

however be g'i ven detailed discussion separate'ly in Chapter

III.

Si nce the RCr0, compounds are structural ly i somorphous

with YAl03, and since the crystal fields on the rare earth

i ons at vari ous s j tes, when i ntroduced as 'impuri ti es or i n

concentrated compounds, are weak , a good i ndi cati on of the

positions of the Rt+ leve'l s in RCr03 has been obtained by

absorption studies of Rt+ in YAl03 (Antonov et â1, 1973).

The effort was part of the work on the absorption and

I umi nescence measurements as wel I as I aser acti ons of some

Rt+ jons in YAl03. In coniunction with laser work, l^Jeber,

1973 and Cai rd et âl , 1975 have al so produced f a'i rly detai I ed

energy level diagrams for both the Rt+ and Crt+ ìons in YAl03

and other hosts. It was observed that not only the Cr'*

ions can have laser action when introduced in suitable hosts

(e.g. ruby), they can also act as sensitizers to Rt+

iaser actions in YAl03. A most detailed revjew on lasers

and excited states of rare earths is given by Reisfeld and

JSrgensen, 1977.
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The energy I eve I s of R 
t+ 'i n RCr0, have been determi ned

in vary'i ng degrees of detai I by opti ca1 absorption spectro-

scopy for the fo'llowing orthochromites: NdCr03 (Hornreich

et dl, 1972, .l975), ErCr03 (Hasson et â1, 1975; Courths et al,
'1975 , Kaneko et al , 1977). YbCrO, (foiima, .l980I ). However l'ittle is

known about CeCr0, and PmCr0r, whereas PrCr03 i s tota'l ly
opaque i n the opti cal regi on. The I ower energy I evel s of

Rt+ have al so been obtai ned by i nel asti c neuton scatteri ng

(Shami r, 1977a, 1977b) and magnetization studies (see

references of Hornrei ch, I 978) .

The Crt* level s i n vari ous octahedral si tes have

been discussed by Wood et â1, .l963, whereas Sugano et â.l, 1971

and l,rleber, 1974 have respectiveìy reported the spectra of

YCr03 and the energy level diagram of Crt+ in yAl03 in the

optica'l region.

Exci ton magnon s tudi es began wi th the orthochrom'i tes

YCr03 and LuCr0r, where both Y and Lu are non-magneti c.

Up to the present, the fo1ìowing absorption studies on

exci tons (-l 3700 cm- 
I ) of Cr + have been reported:

YCr0, (AoVaSi et â1, 1969; Allen, 1970; Tsushima and Aoyagi,

1970; Sugano et dl, 1971; Aoyagi, 1974; Washimiya and

Yamaguchi, 1975; Satoka and l¡Jashimiya, 1977) , LuCr0,

(Kaiiura et ô.l, 1975), ErCr03 (Meltzer, 1970; Meltzer and

Moos, 1970), DyCr03 (Uesaka et â1, 1971; Aoyagi, 1974),
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HoCr03 (Nel tzer and Moos, 1970), ybCr0, (t<o¡.ima et âl , l9B0

II, l9B0 iii), and TmCr03 (Aoyagi et â1, 19t6). Finally,
the exci tons of a number of orthochromi tes have been studied

i n great detai I by Sl obodsky , 1979. The resur ts of these

observations have the fo'l lowing characteristics in common.

There are four exci ton transi tions which have a totar
Davydov spf itting of less than l0 .r-l and half widths of

I ess than -3 .r- I . These trans i ti ons depend cri ti caì 'ry on

the spin configurations and so are studied in connection

with spin reorientations.

I'lagnon sidebands of the excitons have been reported

f9. the f o'l ìowing orthochromites: YCr03 (van der Ziel and van

Uitert,l969a;Tsushima et â1, 197A; Sugano et â1, lgZl;
Aoyagi, 1974) and LuCr0, (Van der Ziel et â1, 1969).

slobodsky, lg79 has also djscussed magnon sidebands of

these excitons in some detail. These observations show

that the magnon sidebands are electric dÍpoìe in character,
are allowed in all polarizations of the incident ìight,
and are of half widths of - 30 .*-1.

The 'B' transiti ons of Cr'* occur often for Crt*

as an impurity in a number of hosts: Ruby (Low, 1960;

Kapìyanskii and 14edvedev, 1968; Kaplyanskii and

Przhevuski i , I 969; Kapìyans ki i and Rozenbaum , 1972; Cohen

and Bloembergen, 1964), Mg0 (Fairbank and Klaum.i nzer,



1973) and Magnesium spinel (sviridov et ô1, .l973). 
However

the 'B' trans i ti ons for concentrated compounds have only
been scanti ly reported in I iterature: crr0, (Mcc1ure, i962),
CrBr, and CrCl, (Bermudez and McClure, igTg ) and yCr0,

(Sugano et d'l , l97l ) . (l¡o exci tons or associated magnon

sidebands have ever been reported for these transitions).
These observations show that the'B'transitions are

located at -5000 Â. But unlike the rare earth ions, the

crt+ ions are subjected to very strong crystaì fields so

the energy level positÍons at different sites could be very

different.

Sp'in reori entati ons have been observed spectro-
scopically with the R'+ transitions for the following
orthochromi tes: NdCr0, (Hornrei ch et âl , jgTZ) , ErCr0,
(Hasson et â1, 1975; Courths and Hüfner, 1g7S; Kaneko et â1,

Spin-fl íp transitions involvíng both Rt+ and Crt+
have been reported for the for r owi ng orthochromi tes :

Ercr03 (l'teìtzer, 1970), Dycr0, (Aovagi, 1974; Aoyagi et â1,

1977), and Ybcr0, (rojima et â1, l9B0 III) for the Kramer,s

ions and Hocr03 (sl obodsky, 197g) for a non-Kramer's i on.

These observations show that these transi tions are electric
dipole, close to the .l3700 cm-1.*citons, and have an

anomalous shape with a sharp cut-off on the lowest energy

side.
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1977), and HoCr03 (Courths and Hüf ner , 1976). For sp'i n

reorjentations observed with excitons see references given

in connection with the discussjon of excitons earl'ier. Spin

reorientations observed with non-spectroscopic techniques

have been reviewed in detail by Hornreich,1978. The

Faraday rotation technique has also been emp'l oyed to determjne

whether there j s a net component of magnetj c moment aì ong

the propagation direction of the incident ìight. Polarized

light with the È vector para'l lel and antiparallel to a

component of magneti c moment 'i n the di recti on of the È

vector are rotated di fferentìy. The di fference i s

proporti onal to the component of the magnet'i c moment. Thus

this difference wil I vanish if a sp'i n reorientatjon occurs

so that there is no more net moment along the propagation

direction. However.it should be noted that similar null
resul ts are al so observed ì f the substance I oses i ts

moment as in a transition to the paramagnetic phase. The

orthochromites studied with this technique are: GdCr0,

(Zuk and Piotrowski, 1977 ) and YCr0, (Zuk and Piotrowski,

I 9i8) . Fi nal ly, the effect of orderi ng on Raman s pectra

have been reported f or the f ol I ow'ing: YCr03 and GdCr0,

(Udagawa et dl , I 975 ) and ErCr0, (Ut I ri cn et âl , 1971).

For a theoreti cal di scuss i on of spi n reorientat'i ons 'i n

rare earth orthochromites see Yamaguchi and Tsushima,1973

and Hornrei ch, I 978 and references thereof.



CHAPTE R I I

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1 Sampl e preparati on

The sampl es used i n the present work were al I prepared

from crystals of several mm I inear dimension. In this size

the crystal s are opaque. But they are beauti fuì ìy green i n

transmitted'light, when thinned and poìished to a thickness

of the order of 100 um. For absorptìon spectroscopic work

samp'l es of this thickness and of several mm area are

required. The crystallographic axes of the desired sample

platelets can be determined by a knowìedge of the external

morphology of the crysta'l . The crystaì grows with the habit

that, when viewed along the c-direction, the crystal appears

to be a paralìelogram. The a and b axes are just the bisectors

of the two angles of the paralìeìogram, which is easi ìy

recognized even with the unaided eye. To determine the a

and b axes use is made of the fact that TmCr03 orders anti-
f erromagneti ca'l ìy bel ow 124 K wi th a weak f erromagnet'ic

moment al ong the a-di recti on. Thus by coo'l i ng

in liquid nitrogen (77.7 K) and using a small

ryst

o th
SO

is

rys ta

the

h the

surf

or th
to

di rectì on can be easi ìy determi ned. The c

known a and b di recti ons i s then gì ued ont

of the grinder (which is a metal cylinder)
preparation of the a-b pìateìet the c axis

the c

magnet
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e f I at

that f
normal

I

a-

ace

e
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that surface, and simjlar'ly for the b-c p'latelet. These

axes, e.9.â and b, are then marked on the grinder and the

axi s normal to the gri nder surface i s checked by taki ng

Laue back refl ecti on photographs. lalhen the ori entati on of

the bulk cyrstal is finjshed, the crystal js thinned down

with sand papers of grids 240 - 600 to a thickness of about

one mm and polished. After polishing, the crystaì is removed

and gìued to a CaF, plate'let of about 0.3 mm in thickness.

The comp'lex of the thinned crysta'l and CaF, i s then regì ued

to another grinder with a small hole drilled paraììel to

the normal of the surface, and al I the way through the

gri nder. Thus the transparency of the sampì e can be checked

at all times. The CaFr'i s needed f irstly to give a solid

support to the very thjn crysta'l and secondìy to provide

good thermal conductivity between the sampie and the sample

rod. I,'lhen the crystaì is sufficjent'ly transparent jt is

po'l ished again. By this time the crystaì may be so thin

that the parallelogram used to recognize the a and b axes has

been I ost. However the axes can be I ocated agaì n by v'iewi ng

the samp'le between crossed po'laroids. There will be complete

extinction of transmjtted ìight when either axis 'i n the

pì ane of the pl atel et i s para'l 'lel to the easy axi s of ei ther

the polarizer or ana'lyser. Finaì'ly the sampìe p'l us CaF,

js removed and glued onto the sample rod in the cryostat.
There is no major difficuìty in the preparation of the

samp'l e, except that, s'ince these crystals are flux-grown,
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occasionaì'ly pits filled with the flux will be encountered.

Such pits will become holes in a thin sample. It is also

important to have al I surf aces cleaned and po'l ished to

achieve rígidity and to minimize loss due to scattering.

2.2 The experimental setup

The experimental setup i s shown schemati ca1 iy i n

Figure 2.1. A tungsten lamp Ís used as the light source

which illuminates the samp'l e through the lens Ll and LZ.

Lenses L3 and L+ focus the light, after it has been reflected

by the mi rror, to the en trance s I i t of the spectrometer. The

light entering the spectrometer exits through the exit slit
to the Nr-vapour-coojed photomul ti pl ier (EMI 9658F with S20

cathode). The output from the photomultiplier is further
amp'l i f i ed bef ore be i ng recorded by the HP 680 s tri p chart

record. Neon I ines have been used for calibration. Light,

when necessary, is po'larized by a piece of polaroid. In

the experiment i t makes vi rtual ly no di fference whether the

polarizer is immediately in front of the sampìe or in the

posit'i on shown.

2.2.1 The Czerny-Turner pl ane grati ng spectrometer

The schematic diagram of the spectrometer is shown

in Figure 2.2. It consjsts of two m'i rrors Mj and M2 and a

plane grating [600 ]ines/mm) which can be turned manually
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or by a motor so that any diffracted beam can be selected
to pass through the exit slit to the photomurtiplier. As

the slide B moves away from the grating, NG decreases and

the normal to the gratì ng rotates toward GB.

Fundamental theory of the diffraction grating gives

mÀ = ¡l (sino + sinß)

where

m = order of di ffracted beam,

À - waveì ength of di ffracted beam,

d - grating spacing,

cr = angle of incidence, and

ß - ang'le of diffraction.

m = çl (2 sin0 cosþ)

where

c-0+0
ß-0-0

Both angìes o and ß are measured from the normal to the
grati ng. However, thi s equati on can be rewri tten i n terms

of the constant angìe Q (-z') and the variable 0 which the

normal to the grating makes with the line GB, as
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Since resolutíon is a linear function of grating width (l,J),

it is clear that if the source irradiates iess than the full
width of the grating, resolution wil i suffer. This dictates

that the source or condensing lenses must fuìiy illuminate

the col I imati ng mi rror and hence the grati ng.

The resol vi ng powet RT = À/AÀ

¿/Lv

= I sincr,(t^f/r) = mN

where | = r¡Javeì ength ,

t¡l = wi dth of rul i ng; total number of I i nes of

grating is 600 x l,l = N,

v = wavenumber,

m = order of di ffracti on,

[ = total number of grati ng grooves.

2.2.2 The optical helium cryostat

The cryostat ís schematically shown in Figure 2.3.

It consists ma'iniy of a I iquid hel ium compartment surround'ing

a central tube one end of which is the samp'le block. 0utside

this compartment and thermal ly isolated from it is the i iquid

ni trogen shiel d. Samp'le cooì i ng i s achi eved through the

flowing of ì'iquid helium through the needle valve down the

capillary tube and the evaporation of the liquid'inside the

sample block. The resul tant vapour escapes through the

central tube (the exhaust). By regulating the flow rate
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with the needle valve and the exhaust rate with a pump,

the temperature of the sampì e can be s tabi I i zed eas i ly

for above-hel i um temperatures. Such temperatures are

measured by a thermocouple (Au + 0.03% Fe vs. Chromel)

one junction of which is at the helium chamber and the

other is at the sample. Temperatures below 4.2 K, obtained

by pumping 1 iquid hel ium, are measured by a cal ibrated

carbon res i stor gl ued next to the samp'l e (not s hown j n

Fi gure ) . There are two orthogona ì pai rs of quartz wi ndows

to allow light to illuminate the sample. To minimize heat

losses there are radiation shields over the sample block

(not shown) and at the lower end of the nitrogen shield.
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CHAPTER I Ï i

Tm'+ cRYSTAL FITLD sPEcrRA IN Tmcro,

3. I The lanthani des and lanthani de contracti on

The rare-earth I anthani des consti tute a group of chemi caì ly

similar elements (l,rjybourne, 1965). In the atomic state,

beginning with Lanthanum (Z = 57) and ending with Lutecium

(7 = 71), they possess a common Xqnon-like electronic structure,

a number of 4f electrons and two or three outer electrons

(6s'or 5d' 6st). It is, however, the ionized state rather

than the neutral state which has been the subject of intense

i nvesti gati on. In parti cul ar the tri ply i oni zed state attracts
the most attention. In such states the electronic configuration

is 4fN 5s2 5p' with [rl = 0 for La ranging to [l = 14 for Lu.

The compounds in which the rare-earth ions are triply
jonized, e.g. the orthoferrites and orthochromites, are interest-
ing and peculiar in that they have fa'i riy sharp absorpt'ion lines

in the visible or neighbouring spectral regions. Furthermoreo

the crystaì spectra observed are very similar to the correspond-

ing free ion spectra and these are often very useful guides to

the ana'lys'i s of the former. Thus it is helpful to understand

the theory of the free ion spectra in order to have an under-

standing of the crystai spectra.

The reasons for the similarity in the free ion and the

crystal spectra are worth noting and so will be described

briefly before the theory of the free ion and the crystaì
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spectra are discussed. Such similar behaviour can be expected

if some conditions can be satisfied. First, it is necessary

to have a crystalline environment for the ions which does not

fluctuate in time and which is identical for al I the ions.

Such is the case, if the crystaì containing the ions is at

very low temperature and the crysta'l is relative'ly free from

structural defects. Secondly, the neighbouring ions of the

same type should not interact markedly. Classically this means

that the valence electrons must I ie within some outer electrons

or quantum mechani caì ìy that the wavefuncti ons of these

electrons must not overìap appreciab'ly. The rare-earth
lanthanides satisfy this latter condition better than any other
group due to the phenomenon cal i ed the I anthani de contractj on

(Wy¡ourne, I 965 ) . The contracti on refers to the contracti on of
the t,'ravef uncti on of the 4f shel I because of the imperf ect

screening of one 4f electron by another and consequently the

4f shell behaves as an inner shell. That is why the configuration

is written as 4fN 5s2 5p'. This pecu'l iarity makes the

lanthanides relative'ly insensitive to the change of their
surroundi ngs and hence sharp I i nes are expected. However

insensitivity is oniy relative and the crystal spectra do

refl ect the envi ronment surroundi ng the i ons. Another effect
of thj s envi ronment i s that the i nteracti on among nei ghbouri ng

ions of the same kind leads to a broadening of the spectral
I i nes.
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3.2 Free ions

As a starting point

ionized lanthanides will
the energy level scheme

el ectrostati c repul si on

coupling of their spin-

, the free-ion level scheme in triply-
now be discussed. In the free ion,

can be understood in terms of the

of the 4f electrons and the spin-orbit
momenta. For a

the i nteracti on

and orbi tal -angu1 ar

fi rst approximation, one may just consider

among the 4f electrons themselves, since all the outer electronic
shel I s are spheri caì ly symmetri c and so thei r effect on al I the

terms of a 4f configuration is the same in first order.

Consequentìy the Hamijtonian for the 4f energy levels can be

wri tten as

fl= = 
tÄ'
2ni

Nx A. -
-1 l
-l

N -* ,
I d-gr

i=l rj
N,

r..'t <J "tJ

N

+ I ã(r.
i=l 

'l ) 3.¡ 'Ti

(3.1)

where N is the number of 4f electrons,
*

Z e is the screened charge of the nucjeus because

the cl osed shel I s have been i gnored,

E(r., ) is the spin-orbit coupling function;

g(ri) = l" du(rt)
2n2 c2 r, d.i

and

u(

is

.i ) bei

moving

ng the potential i n whi ch the el ectron
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The first term is the kinetjc energy of the 4f electrons

and the second term represents the i r Coul omb i nteractj on wi th

the nucl eus. Because there i s an i nteracti on, wi th the cl osed

shells, that modifíes this second term onìy in magnitude, but

not in its symmetry, the real charge of the nucleus is

repìaced by a screened charge. I t i s al so noted that these

two terms being spherica'l 1y symmetrical do not remove any of

the degeneracj es wi thi n the 4f el ectroni c confi gurati on and

therefore can be neglected in this discussion. The third term

represents the mutual Coulomb interaction (H.) of the 4f

electrons and thei r spi n-orbi t i nteracti ons (Hro ) . For the

lanthanides, H. and Hro can be of the same order of magnitude

and hence must be considered together. This is cal led

intermediate coupl ing.

To calculate the energy levels, it is necessary to

diagonalize the matrix obtained with a certain set of basj

f uncti ons. Common'ly the basi s chosen i s the set of Russel

Saunders (R-S) eigenfunctions which truly diagonalize the

matrix if H^c so

and orbi tal -anguì ar momenta of the el ectrons coupl e

separate'ly to f orm 3 and f vectors whi ch then i nteract weakìy

by the spin-orbit interaction. But J will be a good quantum

number whether or not the above i nequa'l i

J states will be linear combinations of

S

l-

ty is satisfied and

functions of S and

matrix will thusL. The matri x e I ements appeari ng i n the
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involve

.4fNsLMsML 4fN s 'L'MlM'Lt and

<4fN sL J MJ E(r ) Si"ii I 4f Ns , L,J 'M j,

<4fN.... lrrol 4rN....> = E (à) [J(J+t) -L(L+l)- s(s+])l

(3.2)

where À is a constant for a state wìth given L and s. This

is iust the formula leadi ng to the Landé interval rule which

states that in any Russell-Saunders multipìet the interval
between neiqhbouring terms is proportional to the higher J

of the pair.

l

e2
r.rJ

N

lrj=

By using the tensor operator technique (Hüfner, r97B), which

will not be dealt with here, it can be shown that the first
type of matrix e.Iement ís diagonal in L, ML, S and M, and

that the second type of matrix element is diagonal in J and

MJ. (In such caìculations, the spin-orbjt coup'l ing parameter

is assumed to be the same for all 4f electrons and is defined

as the radial inteqral Eqr = 
JRr4f 

,$r,dr.). Thus the marrix
elements, sum of those of f- and .r- 6 (rr )3r.T¡ will not'i j i=l
be diagonal in L and s. The elements which are diagonal in

J, L, S are given by
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The geheral matri x el ement bei nq di agonal i n J and M¡

imp'l ies that J and M¡ are good quantum numbers. Thus the

spectra of the free i on wi I I appear reasonably wel I separated

into groups each of whjch is characterized by J and states

of M, whi ch are degenerate. Thi s degeneracy i s however I i fted,
J

as will be discussed in the next section, when the ion is
introduced into the crysta'l . The degree to which this
degeneracy will be lifted depends on the ion site symmetry

and on whether the number of electrons of the ion is even or

odd.

3.3 Trivalent ions in a crystal field
Now the effect of the crystal environment on the rare-

earth i on wi I I be descri bed and the powerf u'l method of group

theory will be introduced and used to relate the

symmetry of the site to the lifting of degeneracy mentioned.

l^lhen an ion Ís introduced into the crystal, the ion experiences

an electric field from the other ions in the crystal. These

latter ions include ions of the same element at the same or

different type of sites or ions of other kinds. This

electric field is known as the crystal field. The 4f shell,
being partìaìly filled and so aspherical, experìences ârì inhomogeneous

field. This field has two effects on the 4f electrons. It
distorts the closed shells of the rare-earth ions, it also

removes the MJ degeneracy of the free ion 4f leveìs, and

hence produces a major modification of the energy-level
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scheme. However the crystal field interaction is smaller

than the energy separati on of the vari ous free i on terms .

So an understanding of the crystal field splitting can be

obtained by applying the potential produced by the crystaì

to the free i on 4f wavefuncti ons .

In order to make the crystal field 'i nto a useful and

reasonabiy s'imple and hence workable concept, certain

assumptions are necessary. The ions firstìy are considered

static in the crystal; lattice v'ibrations and their effect

on the energy levels are. neglected. Such an assumption is

val i d clearly on'ly at I ow temperature. Secondly the 4f

electrons of one rare-earth ion are regarded as representative

of al I the rare-earth i ons i n the crystaì and the i nteracti on

of the 4f electrons of adiacent rare-earth ions is neglected.

Thirdly the crysta'l 'is assumed to consist of extended charge

contri buti ons, thus produci ng overì ap of the charge

contributions of the neighbouring ions and the 4f electrons.

This is different from the sjmpler point charge model which

assumes that the field is due to point charqes surrounding

the rare-earth ion concerned and hence there is no overlap of

the ki nd ment'i oned. in the more compl i cated model there i s,

furthermore, transfer of electrons, since there is overìap.

Fourthl.y, the 4f electrons of one 'ion are considered to be

independent of one another; correlation of electron motìon

is thus neglected. The first assumption implies that problems
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dependent upon phonon and rare-earth i nteracti ons, such as

I i ne wi dth and temperature dependent I i ne pos j ti on, are

i gnored. The second assumpti on means that the i nteracti on

between the 4f el ectrons of di fferent i ons are negl i gi b1 e and

js equivalent to saying that the rare-earth ion energ.y levels

have no dispersion. The thi rd assumption just reflects the

ínadequacy of the poi nt charge model as a1 ready menti oned.

Finaì1y the fourth assumption is just introduced to simplify

and make the prob'lem mathemati cal ly tractabl e.

For the present purpose, i t is suffi cient to menti on that

w'ith these assumptions and using tensor technique the matrix

elements of the crystal field potential can be evaluated.

The crysta'l field potential used is introduced as an expans'i on

in terms of the crystal field parameters. 0ne then calculates

matrix elements of the type <4fNSLJMJ lVl4fNS'L'J'Mjr which is

clearìy dìagonal in S, since V, the crystal f ield potentia'l , is

not acting on the spin. Furthermoreoit is on'l.y diagonal in S;

the states of M¿ are all mixed. There is a certain degree of

J mi xi ng too. However, such mi xi ng can be i gnored i f the

separation of various spin-orbit terms are much greater than

the crystaì field interaction. Thus the crystaì field lifts
the degeneracy.of the M; states, the degree to which the

degenerac.y wiìl be lifted depends precise'ly on the sìte

symmetry of the rare-earth i ons. In the next secti on, i t
will be seen how selection rules can be formulated in terms
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of a new quantum number, the group i rreduci ble representati on

label.

3.4 Group theoretical considerations

3.4.1 Basic concepts of group theory (fintham, .l964)

To unders tand better what i s goi ng to be di scussed, 'i t
is necessary to recall the meaning of certain terminojogies

in group theory.

a) Class - two group e'lements A and B are called

conjugate if the relation S = C-l A C holds, where C js an.y

member of the group. Al I qroup e'l ements that are coniugate

to each other are said to belong to a class. The identity
element E clearly forms a class by itself since C-l E C = E.

Physi cal'ly speaki ng a cl ass always contai ns those symmetry

elements whjch have the same physical property.

b ) Representati on - f or each group e'lement, a matri x

of a given size can be ass'i gned in such a way that if AB = f,

is valid then MRMA = MC. These matrices MA, MB are

said to form a representation of the group. It is possible

to have representations by matrices of other sizes.

c ) I rreduci bl e represen tati on - if a representation

A,B, can be writtenf(A), l(B), of group elements

in the form



f(A) =

rI (A) o

o r z(A)
00
00

00
00

rr(A) o

o r+(n)

r., (n) o o

o rr(B) o

o o rr(B)

000
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, f (c)= ...

(s.3)

f (B)=

0

0

0

ro (B )

and similarly for the other elements of the group, where fl
r., (B)' r., (c).... are matrices of one and the same size and

rt(B), Tz(c) .....form another set of matrjces and similarìy
rr(A), rr(B), f3(c)...., (0 represents a zero matrix) the

matrjces fl = {rl(A), rr(B), ....} , rz = {t3, f3(B),....}
are said to form irreducible representations of the group.

is easiìy verified, by direct matrix murtipìications, that
AB = C then ri(A) ri(B) = rr(C) for all i. So for each i,

(A),

12(A)'

for

etc.

It
if
l'. ls

I
indeed a representation of the group. The originaì representation
is said to be reducible and by a matrix transformation it has been

reduced to matrices t(A), f(B),.... gìven above with the greatest
number of zeros for non-diagonal elements, and with block sub-

matrices along the diagonal , which cannot be sìmpl ified or

reduced further. These block matrjces are logìcally cal led the

irreducible representations of the group. It can be shown that
the number of classes is the same as the number of irreducible
representati ons .

d) Character the trace of any matrjx is the sum of its
diagonal el ements.

and i s known as the

It is invariant under a matrix transformation
character of the group eìenlent represented by
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LC)

Using the above

number of tj meS P, ,

(wi th character Xrr)
f (wi th character Xr)

the matrìx. By defin.jtion of conjugatìon and cìass, elements

of the same cl ass have, therefore, the same character.

defi ni tj ons, i t can be shown that the

that an 'i rreducjble representat'i on f,

ì s contai ned i n a reduci bl e representati on

is g'i ven by

*
rXrXsr (* denotes complex conjugation) (3.4)

where n is th.e order of the group (the order of a group ìs the

number of group e'lements i n that group); C i s the number of

cl asses; and h,^ j s the number of elements that the cl ass

r contai ns.

3.4.2 Reducible representation D¿ of the free ion and Kramer's Theorem

The di f ferent j rreduci bl e representat'i ons are nratr j ces

whìch may be of different sizes; the sizes of different sets of

matri ces are characteri zed by thei r di fferent djmensions. This

dimension has a very physical i nterpretatjon. It represents the

degeneracy of a quantum sys tem i n a partì cul ar envi ronment.

For exampìe a free i on i s characteri zed by di fferent val ues

of J; each J has 2J + I M¿ values and hence each J level is

-Cñ-l -rY=INs n r=l
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2J + I fold degenerate. Thus the irreducible representations

of the free ion, reflecting the full rotatjonal symmetry of

space, are sets of matrices of dimension 2J + l, for all the

allowable J values of the system. The representat'i on'i s

generaìly denoted by D¿ for each J.

in a crystal, the symmetry is clearly less than that of

the three-dimensional rotat jonal group and the in'i tial ìy

i rreduci bl e 2J + I dimens i onal representati on D¿ becomes

reducible and decomposes into blocks of sub-matrices

corresponding to the irreducible representat'ions of the new

environment. tviathematicallv D- = | P fr, where the coefficients
ss

P^ can either be worked out using equation (3.4) or be obtained
S

by ì nspecti on. In any case, the character Xr of the reduci bl e

representatfon D¿ has to be known. It is given by the formula

sin[(J + ]i": (3.5)x¡ (o) =

where

axi s;

sintll
is just any rotat'i on by an angle o about an arbitrary
takes the p1 ace of the I abel r whi ch numbers the

class. (The symmetry of the free ion is given by the full three-
dimensional rotational group). 0nce introduced into a crystal,
the ion enjoys on'ly the symmetry allowed at the site and out

of all the o's onìy a few wouìd remain as symmetry elements

e.g. ìf the site group just has a two-fold ax'i s, cx can be r
ITand not 7 or other values. 0nce X, = XJ is obtained for those

cr's which are allowed, the P.'r can be obtained.

cx

cv
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The ì'i fting of the degeneracy of levels depends onìy

partìy on the symmetry of the site group. The degeneracy

of the crystal-field levels also depends, in a very fundamental

wôy, on whether the ions have a.n even or an odd number of

electrons. For the even number electron case, a crystal site
of sufficient'ly low symmetry would Iift all the ZJ +.l
degeneracy for a given J. But due to the tjme reversal

symmetry which is the basis of the Kramer's theorem (rintham,

1964), the energy levels of the odd-number-electron ion must

be at I eas t two-fol d degenerate. Thus even i n the I owes t
symmetry site, the levels can not be singlets. However this
degeneracy due to time reversal can be I i fted i n the presence

of a magnetic field which can be either externaìly appììed or

be just the i nternal molecul ar fiel d whi ch exi sts when the

crystal becomes magnetícaìly ordered. The concept of molecular

fi el d wi I I be descrjbed more fui ìy I ater j n the sectj on concern-
jng magnetic jnteractjons and magnetic symmetry in crystals
containing rare-earth ions (section (3.5)).

3.4. 3 Di rect product re lsle!tations and selectjon rules

In order to study theoretical ìy the selection rules

among crystal-field ìeve1s, the concept of the djrect product of

representati ons must be i ntroduced. If fi (A) and tj (A) are

two representations of a group G, where A can be any element

of the group, it can be shown that the direct product f(A) = tj(A)

two
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f.(A) is also a representation of the group. But r(A) is in
J

genera'l reducihle i.e. f i * tj = tn ui jt f 
.q, 

and the character

of fi * tj is given by X = XiXj. The concept of direct

product representation is related to the select'ion rule as

follows. It can be shown that the matrix elements <vi lHj lYf>

where Vi i s the i ni ti al state wi th representatj on fi , Yf i s

the fi nal state with representati on ff and tj j s the Hami I toni an

with representat'i on fj, can be non-zero only if ri * fj contains

It at least once or equivalentìy li * fj * ff contains fl,
*lr

the identity representatjon; f js the Hermitean conjugate of f.
(The identity representatjon is the representation which uses

the I x I unit matrix to represent every element of the group.

The character of each el ement i s uni ty and c'learìy i f AB = C,

MAM' = I x 1 - I - MC).

In the case of interest tj is usually the electric
dì poì e operator or the magneti c di pol e operator. That i s,

one i s tal ki ng about electri c and magneti c d'i poìe transi ti ons

respectively. The components of an electric dipole are

proportional to È = (x, y, z) and transform as the components

x, y, z, 'i . e. as the components of a pol ar vector, whereas

the components of a magnetic dipoìe transform as the

components of an axi al vector i . e. as the components of an

anguìar momentum Rx, Ry, Rz. The way in which x, y, z and Rx,

R.., R- are transformed is listed in the character table and soy' z

tj can be obtained for the two operators.
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The electric-d'i pole transition, which is strictly for-

bidden for the free'i on, is however observable in the crystal-

fiel d spectra. To understand this, one must understand why

s uch trans i ti ons are forbi dden i n free i ons and see what

happens to l'i ft this selection rule. Sínce optica'l trans'i tions

take place between levels of a particular 4fN configuration,

the initial state and the final state are of the same parity.

But the electric dipo'le operator is of odd parity. Therefore

the transition matrix <vi lËlvf> is of odd parity and must

vanish. In a crystal, however, electric dipo'le transitions

can occur if the 4fN states have admixturesof 4fN-l n¿

configurations, where 4fN-l n¿ is such that it has opposite

parity to 4fN. The admixture is produced by jnteractions that

have odd parì ty. I n the crys ta ì there are two mechan i sms that

can produce these admixtures, namely odd parity crystal field
components and crys ta1 vi brati ons of odd symmetry. For a

crystai with a center of inversion, the odd crystaì field
components are zero. Therefore there can be no electric-
dipole transit'i on induced by the crystal field. But the

poss i bi f i ty of i nduci ng i t by odd symmetry vi brati ons remai ns .

For a crystal without a center of inversion, there is of

course no res tri cti on and both mechan i sms contri bute . But

in spite of the mixing which allows the forbidden transitions

to occur, the parity is essentially that of the original 4fN

confi gurati on, s i nce the mi xi ng i s qui te smal I , though
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effective. Thus electric-dipo'le transitions can occur in

the presence of perturbati ons, hence the name forced el ectri c

d'ipo'le transition. However there is no parity restriction on

magnet'ic dipole transitions.

3.5 The effect of magneti c orderi ng and the magneti c group

In additi on to the cnystal-field potential, a rare-earth

ion in a magnetic crystaì also experfences magnetic inter-
actions with the other rare-earth ions as well as the other

magneti c i ons present. These i nteracti ons are however very

compl i cated and are best represented by the mol ecui ar fiel d.

But their effect on the crystal field spìit levels are very

small for even-number-electron 'i ons, since in low enough sÍte

symmetry al I the M¡ degeneraci es are aì ready 1 i fted. Al I that

the molecular field can do is to perturb the levels very

s'l ightly and the crystal field spectra are essentia'l 'ly

unchanged. However the magneti c i nteracti ons can affect the

crystal field levels by'l ifting selection rules for forbidden

l'ines. This is possible, since in some magnetic configurations

of the crystal the molecular field acting on the rare-

earth i ons can mix states of different representations. The

magneti c confi gurati ons themsel ves are i n turn determi ned by

the symmetry of the crystal . hIhen the crys ta'l i s not ordered,

the symmetry of the crystal is given by the space group of

the crystal and time reversal is a symmetry element. hlhen
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The crystaì field spectra of Tr3+ indeed follow cìosely

the free i on spectra, and vari ous spectra of rm3+ i ntroduced

as an impurity (Antonov,1973) and in concentrated crystals
(14a'l ozemoff, 1970) show agreement jn average level pos'i tions
though the exact pattern of the spì ì tti ng depends on the

prec'i se sjte group concerned. For ions at sites of the same

symmetry, the representations of the levels in turn depend

on the precise nature of the other magnetic ions present as

wi I I be seen I ater when TmCr03 and TmFe0, are compared.

only t*6 'F4, ttr, tr, and tG4 correspond to transi tions

in the visible regìon. in this wonk, detaìled spectra and

anaìyses of onìy the first three inter-muitipìet transitions
wi I I be presen ted.

Accordi ng to Gel I er and lnlood, I 956 and Gel ler, I 956,

Bertaut and Forrat, j956, the si te group of Tr3* .in TmCr0, is

Cr(m) =Crn(m). Th'i s s jte group has on'ly two classes, each

containing one element. The two elements are the identìty
E and the pìane of reflection, oh perpendicular to the c-

crystallognaphic axis. Table 3.1 gives the character table

of c, (m) , (Ti nkham, I 964) .

Since there are onìy two classes, there are just two

irreducible representations 4., and Az. (This small number

of classes and irreducible representations simply reflects
the low symmetry characteristics of the site involved).
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E oh

R x. vz' Al I I

R R. zx- y' Az I -l

Table 3.1: Character table of Cr(m)
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Furthermore the representations are all one-djmensional as

expected since the sum of the squares of the dimensions nO.,

and nÂ of the respective i rreducible representations has
,12

to be equal to the number of group eìements (finfham, lg64);
nÅ' + nÅ, 2, nO., and n O, can onìy be I ) . In other words

the matrices representing the group elements are one by one

matrices; the character is the same as the matrix. Table 3.1

also gives the way in whjch the components x, y, z of the

polar vectors and the components Rx, Ry, R, of the axial
vectors are transformed. Suppose one has an i ncj dent el ectro-
magnetic wave with vectors È and È. If È is parallel to the

i o. ü direction (the x, v, z directjons paralleì respective'ìy

to the a, b, c axes of the crystal), and if the selection rule
permi ts, an el ectri c di poì e moment proporti onal to x or y wou I d

be induced. Simi ìarìy È paral ìeì to Ì wil I induce a magnetic

di poì e moment l'{lz. Theref ore accordi ng to the second row of

Table 3.1

(3.6)

where I it x, !, or Mz. In exactìy the same manner Èt t?, and

Ê'¡ ¡Ì o. Èl tt, if selection rules permit, will give rise to an

electric dipoìe moment proportional to z and magnetic dipole

E(i) = (+ì) (¡l

on(!) = (+i) (¡l
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moments M* or tn respective'ly and according to the third row

of Tabl e 3. I

(3.7)

where Y is l4x, *, or z.

It is also observed that the site group lacks a center

of inversion and so parity is not a good quantum number. In

other words, the wavefunct'i ons are of m'ixed parity and even

in the absence of odd component lattice vibrations, electric
dipole transitions can occur. 0f course the parity, as

explained ear'l ier, is still main'ly determined by the 4fL2

confi gurati on. The effect of the I ow symmetry of the s i te and

the f act that Tm3+ has an even number of el ectrons resul t 'i n

the 'l i f ti ng of al I the degeneracy of the mul ti pl ets . tach

multip'let 's*tt, is expected to spìit into 2J + I levels

each of which is characterized by one of the two irreducible

representat'i ons 4., or AZ.

3.6.2 Selection rules

Next the selection rules for transitions among the

crystal-fjeld sp'l it levels will be calculated. As mentioned

previ ous 1y, the trans i ti on f rom s tate wi th representat'i on

E(Y) = (+1) (Y)

on(Y) = (-l) (Y)
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f.' to one with f . is induced by a pertur'rJ
f,,. Th i s means that the transi ti on matr

H

is not equal to zero if the condition fl
fulfilled. (In our netv notation fl = Al

the results of this test are presented i

3.3 and Table 3.4. The details of the t
is given in Table 3.3. It should be men

'i ncluded in Table 3.4 since sometÍmes it
of necessity to perform experiments with

3.6.3 Reduction of the free ion representation

To analyse the crystal field spectra in order to obtain

the energy level scheme, it is necessary to know for a given

J how many levels can have labels Al and AZ respectively.

According to group theory, for a multiplet "*tr' with total
number of levels 2J + j, there should be J + I levels of

representation Al and J levels of representation AZ if J 'i s

even. For J odd there are J levels Al and J + I levels AZ.

Th us

bati on of representatj on

ix element <f1 lrrlrrt
*

C ri * rH * ff is

). The details and

n Table 3.2, Table

hírd row of Table 3.2

tionedthatÈIÌis
is of interest or

(ll0) platelets.

3H-
o

3tr
'4

t F3

3tr
'z

7Ar

5Ai

3Ar

3Ar

+ 6Az

+

+

4Az

4Az

2Az

(3.8)
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f.-'l rH rf r
'l xf, xf, lr- > *-o lrr>

Èl 17, È¡ ¡Ì, È¡ ¡f

fH=Ar

Al

Al

A2

A2

Ar

Al

Al

Ar

Ar

A2

At

A2

Ar

A2

A2

Al

allowed

forbi dden

forbi dden

al I owed

ÈllÌ, Èl li, Èl l?

fH=AZ

Ar

Ar

A2

A2

A2

a2

A2

A2

Al

A2

Al

A2

A2

Ar

Al

A2

forbi dden

al I owed

al I owed

forbi dden

Table 3.2 Sejectîon rules for electric and nragnetic dipoìe
trans i tí ons



4l

Al * Al

Al*Al*Az I I | -l

Tab 1e 3 . 3 Details of third row of Table 3.2

Al * Al * Az= AzÞAl

lAlt <--+ lAZ, forbidden

" ¡h_.iri; I uJld
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Trans i ti on
Al to 4., or

A, to A,

Al to A, or

A, to 4.,

Electric dipole
ai I owed

Ê lÌ, Êl lÌ, Èl li Êr tZ

Magnetic dipoìe
a'llowed

Èt t? Ê'l li, Èl li

Table 3.4 Summary of electric dipoìe and magnetic dipoie
trans i ti ons
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for J = 6, 4, 3 and 2 respectively.

To make thìngs more transparent, the decomposition of 3H6 will be

shown. In this case J = 6 and the reducible representation 'is DU with

character gìven by Xo(o) = 
"###þ. 

At the site cr(m) o can onìy have

values correspond'ing to t and on; it must be 0 and n respectiveìy, Cr(m)

is actually not a subgroup of the three-dimensional rotatìonal group R. It
is a subgroup of the three-dimensjonal rotational-inversion group. Since

oh=iC' and for an even number of electrons ¡(i) =+ l, therefore x(oh) =

XGù. That ìs why we have been able to decompose D, as if Cr(m) is a sub-

group of R. The corresponding characters are X6(E)= l3 and XU(o¡)= l, since

- 
sin( T)o = ä = )1., 1= 

- 

= ¿uT I.0,cI,srn Z z

xu(n) = sin(fl = { I (3.e)

The details are summarized in the Table 3.5. Simi'l arìy one

can calculate the decompositions for the other multiplets.

3.7 Spj n confi gurati ons i n the orthoferri tes and the
orthoch rom'i tes

Now, given the details of the crystal field of Cr(m)

symmetry, the magnet'i c interactions and the spin configurations

f or the rare-earth orthochromi tes w'i I I be descri bed. Si nce

orthochromi tes are structural ly i somorphì c to orthoferri tes

the foìlowing discussion is applicable to both. Indeed the

di scuss i on i s quì te generaì and app'l i es to compounds of the

chemi cal formul a RM03 where R i s the rare-earth i on and M

xr(E) = xr(cr)
cr,-+o
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E oh

Ar 1 I

A2 I -t

Do l3 I

Do = 74., + 6Az

TabIe 3.5 Proof of tt6 = 74., + 6AZ
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can be ei ther Chromi um or I ron.

The orthochromi tes and the orthoferri tes crystal I i ze

in an orthorhombically distorted perovskite structure (Space

group Pbnm (Dåñ)) with four fonmula units per unit cell.
There are four inequivalent Mt+ sites and four inequivalent

Rt+ sites in each unit ce1l, each site belonging to one

magnetic sublattice. The unit cell is given in F'i gure 3.1

where, for simp'l icity the oxygen sites are not shown. The

eight inequivalent sites mentioned are related to one another

by symmetry el ements of the magneti c space group. However,

as discussed earlier, i t suffices, for the description of

spin confi gurations, to use the magneti c poínt groups. Upon

choosing as the basis of the irreducible representation the

vectors

for the magnetjc moments 3i of the M'+ ions and Ji of the

Rt+ i ons , and appìyi ng space group theoreti cal cons i deratj ons ,

the poss'ible zero-field configurationt f I ...rg are

obtai ned. (For i I I ustrati ons of these vectors see Bertaut,

È=ñl+ñ"2*ñs+ñ4

d=ñ'r-ñ'2+ñ'3-ñ"4

ð=ñt+ñ'2-ñ.3-ñ'4

À = ñ'l - ñ-z - ñ3 + ñ-4 , (N=S for M'* ions

and N=J for R 
t+ i ons )
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rare earth perovski tes. The arrows
R"' sites indicate the local deviati
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The results are summarized in Table 3.6 (Malozemoff,

F depi cts coupi i ng of í ons wi th a net ferromagneti c

ivhereas G, C, A are djfferent forms of anti ferromagnetic

coup I i ng of the j ons .

The subscripts l, 2, 3, 4 refer to the four inequivalent

sites in each unit cell and t, I, C, R and o stand for the

identity, ìnversion, rotation, tìme reversal and reflection

operators respectiveìy. It ìs seen that the magnetjc point

group corresponding to fl consists of eight elementS E, I, CZ*,

CZr, CZr, ox, oy, or. The configurations lZ to IB all have half

of these e'ight elements mul tipì ied by the time reversal operator.

in the case of the orthochromi tes the confi gurati ons of

interest are usua'l 1y fl, lZ and f4 and so these will be

exami ned ì n greater detai I . These spi n confi gurati ons are

shown in F'i gure 3.2.

rr In th i s confi gurati on , the i ndi vj duaì spi ns of

M'+ i ons al I have non-vani shi ng x, y or z spi n

components but the Rt+ jons indìviduaìly have no

X,V sp'in components and has on'ly a non-vanishing

z spin component. However the non-vanishing spìn

components cancel one another for both types of

i ons. Hence there i s no net moment of ei ther i on

For this reason, this spin configuration is

norma I ìy wri tten as fl ( 0 ) .
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I| t r.l
¿$

z

Fi gure 3.2: Schema ti
coupl ed
i n RM02

by thiËk
and thos3rR 'momen

c repres en ta ti on of the th ree
R-M zero field configurations
compounds. The arrows drawn

I i nes represent the Mt+ moments,
e of the thin lines symbolize the
ts (after Gordon , 1976).
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Modes of
Magnetì c
Coupì i ng

Synrnetry Elements
Basis
Vector

Compati bl

14'' ion

Spìn Co

Basi s
Vector

fi gura ti on s

Rt+ ion

r.t E" r, czx, czy

cz*' o*' oy' o,

A
X

G
v

c
z

s, =-s^ =-s^ =s-IX ¿X JX 4X

Q = -( = C = -(-ly '2y -3y '4y
Ç = Ç = -( = -('12 "22 '32 '42 z

J. = 0ìX

J. = f,'ry

l-l-ì-r"lz- "zz- - u3z- -u4z

lz E, I, C,,, OA

RCr,, RCrr, Ro",Ro,

F.X

c

Gz

S.lr=SZ*=S3r=54*
\ = \ = -\ = -\"ìy '2y -3y '4y
( = -( = ( = -('12 '22 '32 -42

f
X

c
J

Jlr=J2*=J3r=J4*
,.,r=trr=-Jgy=-J4y

Jir=o

r
5̂

E, I, Crr" o,

8C2,, RC2., Ro*,Ro,

c
X

F
v

A
z

sl*

tr,
sj,

= ç = -( = -("2x -3x -4x

=e =C =e'2y "3y '4y

= -Ç = -e = e'22 '32 '42

cx

f
v

l-r-t
"lx-uzx--r3x--u4x
t-t-!

"1y-"2y-'3y-u4y
J. = [1Z

f
4

Ê, I, Crr" o,
RCr",RCru, Ro*, Rou

G
x

A
v

F,

S.l"=-SZ*=53^=-S4*
( = -e = -Ç = e- lv '2v -3y '4y
C =( =a =e'12 '22 '32 '42 f

z

Ji*=o
,rr=o

l-tulz- uzz- u3z- u4z

E, Czx'Cly" C?.

RI,Rx,Ry,Ra

sir=o
S. = 0ry
sir=o

0

a
v

l-1-t
"]x--ozx-u3x--r4x
l-t-

"1y--"2y--r3y-r4y
Jir=o

r-
b

E, CZx, av" oz

RI, RC2u,- RC2r,Ro"

si"=o
tir=o
sir=o èz

Ji*=o
Jiu=o

I - I -- r - r
"12- -u?x- -u3z- u4z

t7 ¿, CZ!" Qz, ax

RI, RC2z, RC2*,Ro,

S. = [ìX
t.t, = o

si.=o 9z

Ji*=o
,rr=o

J1.= -JZ, = J3. = -J4.

r
ö̂ E, CZz" ox, oy

RI, RCr*,RCrr,Ro,

si*=o
ttr=o
si.=o

a
X

o'v

Jlr=-J2*=-J3r=J4*
Jlr=-JZy=J¡y=-J+y

Ji, = o

Table 3.6 Magnetic Configuratìons of the Orthoferrites and orthochromites
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The Mt+ i ons have non-vani shi ng spi n components

along X, y, z but only the x spin components

have the same sign for al I the four ions; hence

there is a net magnetic moment in the x direction.

The Rt+ ions have non-vanish'i ng spin components

al ong X, y dj rections and zero spi n component

al ong the z di recti on. The x components are of

the same sign and so have a net moment in the x

d'i rection. This configuration is normally written

as f2 ( Fx) or F*G, fr.y (Gz means that the

antiferromagnetic axis of the coup'l ing G is a'l ong

the z di recti on; the non-capi ta1 I etters denote

simi lar quantit'i es f or the Rt+ ions).

The Mt+ i ons have non-vani shi ng components a1 ong

x, !, z directions but only in the z direction is

there a net magneti c moment. The R'+ j ons have

zero components al ong the x and y d'i recti ons and

non-vani shi ng z components havi ng the same si gn,

and thus have a net magneti c moment i n the z

direction. This configuration is normaì1y written

as f4(Fz) or FrG* f, U z means that the Rt+

'i ons are polartzed by the molecular field so that

there is a net moment in the z d'irection para-

magnetically; in genena'l the Rt+ ions do not order

unti I down to hel i um temperatures ).

r4
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I t i s seen that ( F'i gure 3.2) basi cal 1y the magneti c

ordering is antiferromagnetic and cantìng of spins is the

cause of the net magnet'ic moments.

It has been stated that dìfferent spin confìgurations

have di fferent molecular fiel ds at the rare-earth si tes. r

The molecular fields în the fZ and f4 configurations have been

complete'ly derived in the work on TmFe0t (Malozemoff , 1970).

It suffices to say that for the f2(Fx) configuratjon, the

mol ecul ar f j el d on the rare-earth 'i ons poi nt i n the x-y pl ane:

- for sjtes I and 2 it po'i nts at some angìe off the x-axìs,

and for s j tes 3 and 4 i t po'ints at the same angle on the other

sì de of the x-axi s. But the moments and molecul ar fi el ds do

not have to be collinear, because of the rêre-earth g-factor

anisotropy. For the f4(Fz) confìguration, the molecular field

points in the z-djrectìon and is the same for all the four

rare-earth s i tes.

It can be shown that fields along the z-direction mix

s tates of s i mi I ar representati ons, so that sel ecti on rul es

are preserved whereas f i el ds i n the x-y pì ane m'i x s tates of

di fferent representati ons and hence I i ft al I selecti on rul es .

Thus i n the f Z(Fx) magneti c conf i gurati on al I sel ect'i on rules

are lifted but there is no such mixing in the f4(Fz) since in

this latter case, the molecular field ìs along the z- di rection.
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3.8 Known investigations on TmCr0, spin config.uratí.ons

The spin confi gurations of TmCr0, have been i nvestÍgated

wi th vari ous methods i ncl udi ng neutron di ffracti on (Bertaut

et ô1, 1966; Pataud and Sivardiere, 1970), nagnettzation

and susceptibility measurements (Hornreich et ô1, 1973;

Tamaki et ô1, 1977) and exciton studies (Aoyagi et â.l, 1976).

Al I these studies cons'i stently show that 'i n the absence of an

external field for temperatures higher than approximateiy

4.2 K, f2(Fx) is the stable conf iguration whereas below - 4.2 K,

l4G) could be the stable configuration. The find'ings of

these studies wi I i now be descri bed.

Neuton diffraction studies have shown that below the

Néel temperature, TN, of 124 K, at which the Crt+ spins

order spontaneouslV, the Crt+ spin structure js, in the

notation of Koehler et al (1960) and Bertaut (1963), primarily

G*, at 80 K and G* at 4.2 K. These data imply that at 80 K

the weak-ferromagneti c moment shoul d have components aì ong

' both the ã and ð axes and at 4.2 K should be along the ð
axis. (Gxz signjfies that the antiferromagnetic axis is in

the x-z (a-c) plane).

In magneti zation measurements (Hornrei ch et âl , I 973)

on TmCr03 sing'le crystals, however, it was found that TmCr0,

orders wi th the weak ferromagnetì c moment i n the å di recti on
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indicating that the Crt* spin structure is GrF*. This con-

figuration, according to these studies, is stable for 6 < T

< 124 K and probab'ly al so f or 2.? < T < 6 K. But other

magneti zati on measurements (Tamaki et a1,1977) seem to show

that although the Crt* spins below 5 K undergo a temperature-

i nduced spi n reori entati on to confi gurati ons whi ch have a

ferromagneti c moment al ong th. ð axi s, the anti ferromagnet'i c

orderìng is not simply given by Gx.

From the i nteracti on of the Crt+ spi ns wi th one another,

the stationary states of the Cr'+ions are more appropriateìy

descri bed by exci ton I evel s. In orthochromi tes the very sharp

lines around 13700 cm-l region have been intensively studied.

There are four such I ines corresponding to transitions from

the ground sing'le ion leve'l 4Arto the four exciton levels

originating from the sing'le ion excited level 2E. These

level s are sp'i n confi guration dependent and thus can be used

to study these configurations. According to such studies on

TmCr03 (Aoyagi et â1, 1976), the stable configuration at 1.8

K is consistent with G*F, and for high enough temperature it
is with GrF*.

So far the above discussions have been focused on stable

zero-field spin configurations at different temperatures. The

spi n reori entati on part has not been di scussed. Detai I s of
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such reorientations induced by temperature and by a smal I

external fi el d wi I I however be coherently presented I ater

with the spectra of the Crt+ ions, under the chapter on spin

reori entati on ( Chapter I$ .

To compl ete thi s secti on, the spi n confi gurati ons of

the Tmt+ i ons wi I I now be descri bed. Neutron di ffracti on

studies (Bertaut et dl, 'l966) report that Tmt* spins order

cooperativeìy at approximately 4 K, consistent r.¡ith the

ordering at 5 K reported by magneti zation studies (Tamak'i

et âl , 1977) . However other magneti zati on measurements

(Hornrei ch et âl , 1973 ) show no evi dence of orderi ng down

to very I ow temperatures consi stent w'i th spec'i f i c heat studi es

in any case even if unordered, the Tmt+ spins can still be

polarized by the molecular field due to the Crt* spins and

these spin configurations still have to be compatible with

that of the ordered Crt+ sp'i ns. In conclusion, for high

temperatures the spin confi guration of TmCr03 is GrF 

^ 
(Crt*)

f..c., (Tm'+) and at low temperature the configuration isxy
probab'ly some conf i gurati on wi th F , and f z.

3.9 Analyses of spectra of Tmt* ions in TmCr0,

This sectÍon will
functi on of tempenature

be drawn about the spin

temperature from thei r

present the spectra of Tmt+ as a

. Indirectly some conclusions wi ll
conf i gurat'i ons as a f uncti on of

effect on the sel ecti on rul es of the
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transitions

3.9. I Introducti on

The lowest-temperature s'pectra are anajysed first,
s i nce at these temperatures on'ly the I owest crys tal f i el d

state i s popul ated. Al I trans iti ons have the same i ni ti al

states and so the same representation fi (to be determined

later). For a given polarization of the incident electro-

magnetic wave the representation fH is also fixed. In other

words the matrix element .fi lfHlfft is a function of the

representation of the final state. But the final states,

f or a gi ven J, are separated i nto tr,¡o groups f or J even,

there are J + I states of Al and J states of AZi for J odd,

there are J states of Al and J + I states of AZ. Thus one

expects to find for each J, 2J + I lines of relative'ly high

intensity at the lowest-temperature spectra. Furthermore

if the representations are indeed good quantum numbers, each

spectral line should occur primarily in one polarization of

the incident'l ight. To sum up, by counting the number of

lines in each of two orthogonal polarizations, the

representation If of the final state can be deduced; the

representation of the init'i al state has yet to be determined.

To determine the representation of the in'i tial state

fi, one must know whether the 2J + I lines are of the type
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Al to Al or AZ to AZ or of the type Al to AZ or AZ to Al.
If this is knor¡rn, and the ff for the final states are known,

fi is unique'ly determined. To determine the type of transitions
mentioned, in turn, it is necessary to know whether the

transition is due to the electric field vector or due to the

magnetic field vector of the electromagnetic wave. In other
words the dipole nature of the transitions has to be determined.

This can be done by comparing the spectra of two samp'le plate-
lets, say a-b and b-c. Thus for the a-b plateret, the polar-
i zation of rhe incidenr t ighr is eirher (Èl lÌ, Èl lil or (Èl lY,
Èt lÌ1. If a certain transition is due to the È vector, ìt is
electric dipole and accordíng to Table 3.4 it must be of the

Ai to Ai type, while if it is due to the Ê vector, it is
magnetic dipo'le and so it must be of the type Ai to Aj. 0n

the other hand, for the b-c p'l atelet there can only be these

two polarizations of rhe'l ishr: (Èlli, Ê'll7l or (È117,Èllil.
Hence a I i ne whi ch occurs wi th (Èl li, Ê'l lÌl in the a-b plare-
let spectra and with (Èlli, Ê'llÌl in rhe b-c pìatetet specrra
must be due to Èt ti and so must be electric dipole and so is
either Al to Al or AZ to AZ. But an electric dipoìe
transition occurring with Ètt7 in the b-c plate'ìet cannot

appear in the a-b p'l atelet spectra, since in this latter p'late-
let È cannot be paral lel to ì.



The spectra wi I I be presented and ana'lysed, f i rst f or

temperature above 5 K, where the zero-fi el d confi gurati on i s

fZ(Fx) and then for temperature below 5 K down to 3.4 K with

and without an external field.
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3.9.2 Analyses of spectra

3.9.2.i Spectra at Tì5K, zero field

From the data presented 'i n Fì gures 3.3 - 3.5 f or the

b-c platelet, most of the lines in the spectra can be

identified as transitions from states of the ground multipiet,
labelled I, II, III etc., to the states of an excìted multip'let

labelled a, b, c, etc., in order of increasing energy. To

illustrate the identification technique, the spectra

representing transitions from the tH6 to the tF4 multiplet will
beexamined. In the tH6 

-r'F4 
spectra at 5 K, nine lines have

been observed which are of a significantly higher intens'ity

than the other lines and can be labelled Ia, ib, Ii.
These I i nes al so appear primari ìy i n ei ther one pol ari zati on

or the other. Thus the sel ecti on rul es given i n Tabl e 3.4

are a good approximati on i n the fZ ( Fx) spi n confi gurati on and

and the levels of the multipìet can indeed be identified with

the irreducible representation labels Al or AZ; the fìve lines

(Ia, Ic, Id, Ig, Ii ) corresponding to the five levels

(a, c, d, g, i ) with ff being Ai and the four lines
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At hi gher tempetures these rel ati ve'ly strong I i nes

remai n wi th about the same i ntensi ti es . Mos t of the other

lines increase in intensity with the increase jn temperature.

For example, at 25 K are the lines IIa, IIc, IId, Iif and

IIh, which are about 20.t-l from the corresponding I lines.

These II l'ines appear in different polarizations from the

correspond'i ng I l'ines. Hence, 'level I I and level I are of

di fferent representations. The former therefore must be AZ,

if the latter is Al. Thus the representat'ions of I and II
agree exact'ly wi th the representati ons deduced f or i and I I

from magneti zation measurements (Hornrei ch et êl , I 973).

This result however is different from that reported for
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TmFe0., (l'lal ozemof f , 1970) where the representati ons of theJ-

corresponding levels are the same. At 25 K lìnes IIIa, IIIc
of the same polarjzation as the corresponding I lines appear.

Therefore I I i has the same representation ,Al , as I . Al so

these III lines are about 45.r-l from the I lines. As the

temperature i ncreases further to 77 K more I i nes appear such

as IVa, VIa and ViIa correspondìng to the transitions from

the other states of the ground multip'let. In an exact'ly

simi lar wdy, the energy and the representations of the levels

of the 3F^ and 3F^ mul tiplets have been deduced. These5¿

transi tj ons, corresponding level s and representations are

I i sted i n Tab les 3.7 - 3.10.

It is observed that the analyses of the 3HU 

-r3F,and tHU 

->tFO 
transitjons y'ieìd I and II as Al and Az

respecti vely, whereas the analys i s of the 3HU 

-rtF 
z

transitions yie'lds I and II as AZ and Al respectively. This

"i ncons'i s tency" wi l l however be understood and i n f act,

later, removed by analyses of spectra bel ow 5 K. Before this

inconsistency is removed, however, it seems appropriate to

see why it arises. The crucial thing is the counting of the

number of I i nes i n each pol ari zati on of the ì'i ght. Tabl e

3.7 shows that for 5 K, in zero field, there are three ljnes

in Êlt? and two lines in Èlti, hence the three final states

for the former are Aì and the two finaì states for the latter
are AZ. But these are electric dipoìe transitions, and so
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Ì,ia ve I en g th
tÂl

I den ti fí ca ti on Ground-s ta te eÇergy
separation (cm-r)

Pol ar:i zati ona
Ê ll z, Êll I

6687.1

6657.9

6615.3

6s85. 5

6556. 3

6693.6

6622.1

6593. 3

6674.5

6722.3

Ia

Ib

Ic

Id

Ie

IIa

Iic

IId

IIb

IVb

14.5

15.5

17 .9

37.4

?ôa/Õ.J

M

S

M

M

tÂJ

I^J

l,J

M

l¡l

lrl

uS = rtrong, M = medium, and W = weak intensity

Table 3.7: tnu * 3F, Transition Lines in TmCrO, T > s K, Zero Field
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Wavel ength

rÂl

Identi fi cati on Ground-state ençrgy
separation (cm-')

Pol ari zati ona
È¡¡7, È¡¡ f

6940.7

6940 .0

6902.8

6902.3

6891.8

6874.4

6863.8

6950.0

6950.0

69ll.l
691 0.3

6961.3

6961.2

6922.7

6896 .4

6883.3

6977 .8

6998.7

701 4. 0

7024.0

7036.4

Ia

Ib

Ic
Id
Ie

If
ig

IIa
IIb
IIc
IId

IIIa
IIIb
IIIc
IIIf
iiig

IVa

Vb

VIb

VIIa
VIIIa or VIIib

19. I

20.7

17 .4

16.8

42.5

43.9

4t .6

46.3

4t .3

76.5

120.9

152.0

170.7

195.8

S

M

t4

t,tj

M

M

M

S

M

l^l

S

M

l,l

M

M

M

M

S

M

S

âS 
= strong, M = medium and l,ü = weak intensity

Table 3.8: 
"U 

* 3F, Transition Lines'in TmCrO, T > 5 K, Zero Field
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Wavel ength

rÂt

i den ti fi cati on Ground-state ene¡gy
separat'ion (cm-l¡

Pol ari
Èr 7,

zati on

Èt 
r

a

Y

7986.8

7967 .9

7924.5

7904.9

789s. I

7857 .4

781 3. 5

777 4.2

7761.4

7e98.4

7979.8

7936.3

7915.9

7896.8

7784.1

801 0.7

7950.0

8036.2

8080.0

8095.3

Ia

Ib

ic
Id

Ie

If
Ig
Ih

Ii
IIa
IIb
IIc
IId
IIf
IIh

IIia
IIIc

IVa

VIa

VIIa

I8.1

lB.7
18.6

17 .6

20.1

16.3

37.2

40.3

76.8

144.3

167 .7

lrl

S

l'J

M

S

M

S

S

S

S

S

l,l

l¡I

S

S

l^l

S

l,J

S t,l

M

S

S

M

l¡l

hJ

l^J

l^l

uS = rtrong, M = medium, l,tl = weak intensity

Table 3.9: 3Hu * sF4 Transitìon Lines in Tmcr0, T > s K, Zero Field
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Term Mean Enerqv
, -.l. -"
(cm )

Identification Representation labels and
transitions from which they

were dedr¡ced

3H.
o

,F4

3tr
'3

,r2

0

17.7 + 4

4l .3 + 5

77.2 + 2

120.9 + 1

148.2 + 5

169.2 + 3

195.8 + I

12520.5 + 2

12550.3 + 3

12618.9 + 2

12650.4 + 3

12666.1 + 2

12726.8 + I
12798.3 + l
12862.9 + 2

12884.3 + 2

14407.6 + I
14409.2 + 2

14486.8 + I
14487.9 + I
14509.9 + I
14546.6 + I
14569..l + I
r4954.r I l
15019.6 + 2

15116.4 + 2

15184.8 + I
15252.5 + I

i
II

i IÏ
IV

V

Vi

ViI
ViII

a

b

c

d

e

f
g

h

i

a

b

c

d

e

f
g

a

b

c

d

e

3Hu * 3F, 
"6A2

Al

A2

* 3F3

Ar

A2

Ar

Az

Ar

Ar

A2

tH6*tF4

Ar

A2

A1

A2

Ar

A2

Az

Al or A,

Ar

A2

Al

Ar

A2

A2

Ar

A2

Ar

Ar

A2

A2

Al

Al

A2

A2

Ar

A1

Al

A2

A2

Table 3.10: Energy levels of Tmt+'in Tmcr0., as determined by optica] spectroscopy.

neprãsentat.ions of levels are those deduced from spectra at temperature
T > 5 K in the absence of an external

magnetic field
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Ètt? corresponds to At to Az or Az to At (tanle 3.4), Èl lY

corresponds to Al to Al or AZ to AZ. The initial state for

these transitions I, must be AZ and consequentìy II is Al.

Had there been two lines in Èll7 ana three I jnes in Ètti, the

If't will be AZ for the former and Al for the latter and since

Èt l7 and Èt li stíl I correspond respective'ly to At to Az or

,AZ to Al and Ai to Al or AZ to AZ, I must be Al and so II is

AZ. In the next secti on thi s si tuati on occurs.

3"9.2.2 Spectra at 3.4 < T < 4.0 K, zero field and 5 K at - 900 0e

The above i nconsi stency can i ndeed be removed by

experiments between 3.4 and 4.0 K in the absence of magnetic

f ield and at 5 K in an externaì f ield of about 900 0e paral'le1

to the ð crystallographic axis. To avoid repetition, the details

of such spectral changes are presented later in Chapter 4, where

effects of spin reorientation on Cr'+ spectra are also presented

and di scussed. For the purpose of the present chapter, i t

suffi ces to just enumerate the changes i n the Tmt* spectra.

The line Ia of 3HU 
--rtlZ with Èt t7 is reduced to negligible

intensity in both types of experiments and so one does have three

tines with Ètti and two lines wíth È¡¡7; u fact imply'i ng that

I and II are Al and Az and hence III is Al, vI 'is Al. Hence

the optica'l analysis under the conditions of the new

experiments agrees wi th the resul ts of magneti c measurements
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(Hornreich et ô.l, .l973).

It is also observed that the spectra at temperatures

higher than 5 K are not affected by the * 900 0e field and Ia

remai ns as a rel ati vely strong l'i ne. The only other change i n

3+the Tm-' spectra at 4 K in the absence of the field and at 5 K

'in a 900 0e external field is the reduction to negligib'le

intensity of the l'i ne If of 3u 3tr,,6 

-> 
'3 belonging to Êtt7

(Chapter 4, Figure 4..l4). Therefore, the selection rules are

not obeyed strìctly above 5 K in magnetic fields less than

about I Koe, and i t appears that the f2 ( Fx) confi gurati on ,

i ndeed occurs at hi gher temperatures and that there i s m'i xi ng

of state b of representation AZ wi th state a of representati on

Al and so lifting the selection rules for the 3HU 

->3F,trans i ti ons. The degree of mi xi ng i s i n prì nci p1 e temperature

dependent s i nce the overi ap of the el ectroni c wavefuncti ons

and the i nteracti ons between the magneti c i ons depend on

temperature. Table 3.ll g'i ves the energy level scheme as

deduced for spectra at temperatures from 3.4 to 4.0 K in the

absence of an external magneti c fi el d.

3..l0 Discussion

0pti cal absorpti on spectroscopy of the Tmt+ i ons i n

TmCr0, sing'le crystals have been used to find the Tmt* crystal

field energy levels and to associate each state with the

appropri ate i rreduc'ibl e representati ons of the C, (m) s i te
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Term Mean Eqergy
(.*- ' )

identi ficati on Representation labels and
transitions from which they

were deduced

3H.
o

tt4

tF3

tFz

0

17.7 + 4

41 .3 + 5

77.2 + 2

120.9 + I
148.2 + 5

169.2 + 3

195.8 + I

12520.5 + 2

12550.3 + 3

12618.9 + 2

12650.4 + 3

12666.1 + 2

12726.8 + I
12798.3 + I
12862.9 + 2

12884.3 + 2

14407 .6 + I
14409.2 + 2

14486.8 + I
14487.9 + I

14509.9 + l
14546.6 + I
1 4569.1 + l
14954. I + I
15019 .6 + 2

l5l16.4 + 2

15.l84.8 + I
15252.5 + I

I
iI

III
IV

t,

VI

VII
VIII

a

b

c

d

e

f
g

h

i

a

b

c

d

e

f
g

a

b

c

d

e

3H- * 3F^ 3H- * tF^ 3 H-*3Fo¿oJbAr Ar Ar

Az Az Az

Ar Ar Ar

Az Az

A1

Ar

Ar

A2

Al or A,

Ai

Az

Ar

Az

Ar

Ar

Az

A2

Ar

A2

Ar

Ar

Az

Az

Ar

A1

A2

A2

Ar

A2

nnz

Al
A1

Table 3.ll: Energy levels of Tmt+'in Tmcr0r, as determined by optical spectroscopy'

Representations of levels are ihose deduced from spectra at temperature-irot 
3.4 to 4.0 K'in the absence of an external magnet'ic field
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symmetry group. It is seen that the crystal field level

scheme of Tm'+ obtained is consistent with the level schemes

of the same ion introduced as an impurity e.g. in YAl03

(Antonov, I 973). Furthermore the sp1 i tti ngs between the three

lowest-1ying singiets of Tmt+ found in this r¡¡ork are in,good

agreement wi th the cal cul ated spl i tti ngs deduced from the

magneti zati on and suscepti bi I i ty data on TmCr0, s i ngl e

crystals (Hornreich et â1, 1973) and the experimental vaiues

reported from i nel asti c neutron scatteri ng experiments (Shami r

et â1, 1977b). The results also confirm that the lowest-ìying

Tmt+singlets I and II in TmCr0, beong to the irreducible

representati on Al and AZ respect'ive ly of the si te group as

found in the analysis of the magnetization and susceptib'i lity
data (Hornreich et â.|, .l973). This f ind'i ng is different from

that for Tmt+ in the isostructural TmFe0, where the two lowest-

lying singlets were reported to belong to the same irreducible

representati on (Mal ozemoff, I 970 ) .

Since Tm'* is a rare-earth ion, the sp'litting of jts

levels by the crystal field is substantia'l ly smaller than that

by the spin-orbit interaction. This is urhy the energy level

diagram of Tr'* ìn TmCr03 obtained in this work is similar,
in terms of positìons of 1eve1s, to that found for Tmt* in the

isostructural TmFe0r. The two energy level diagrams are quìte

di fferent however i n the cl assi fi cati on of the I evel s by the

irreducible representations of the site symmetry group. Th'is
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di f ference, when combi ned w'ith the sel ecti on rul es can account

for the differences betv¡een the Tmt+ absorption spectra of

TmCr03 and TmFe0r. I t s houl d be noted that the sel ecti on

rules are expected to be strictly observed in the G*F, (C.t*)

f, (Trt*) configuration where the crt* T*t* effective field
(molecular fjeld) at the Tm'+ sites is along th. ð ¿irection and

therefore does not result in any mix'i ng of the Al and AZ states.

In the GrF * .yf * conf i gurat'ion , however, the ef f ectì ve

field exerted by the transition-metal ions on the Tmt+ sp'ins is

in the a-b pìane and therefore results in a mixing of the Al

and A? states. Although the Tmt* singìet states are in

princip'le a linear combination of the Al and AZ states, they

can be practically regarded as belonging to either the A1 or

AZ representation since the mixìng from the Tmt*-transition

metal interaction is relative'ly small. The selection rules

can therefore be expected to be valid to a first approximation

also in GrF* .yf* confjguration. This fact js confirmed

by our anajysis of the spectra. A close examination of the

TmCr03 spectra in the GrF*.....yf* configuration and the

spectra of TmFe0, s tudied i n the same confi gurati on, revea'l s

that the validity of the selection rules is more pronounced

in the latter. This feature is to be expected since the

effective magnetic field exerted on the Tmt* ions by the

transi ti on i ons which i s responsi ble f or the m'i xing of the
a*Tm"' Al and AZ states is approxjmately l5 KOe in TmCr0, and
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only 3 K0e in TmFe0, at low temperature (Hornreích et ô1, 1973;

Malozemoff, .l970). The temperature-dependent effecti ve field
from the Tmt* - Crt+ intenaction has in principle an additional
effect on the Tmt* levels, viz., to change the posìtions of the

Tm'* I evel s as a functi on of temperature. Th i s change however

is estimated to be less than 0.8 cm*l and was not observable

i n the TmCr03 ubsorpt'ion spectra i n the GrFr. . . . .yf *
confi gurati on.

in concl us i on, i n thi s chapter, the i nterpretati on of

Tmcr03 opti cal absorpti on spectra has been presented and

analysed. The results are in agreement with the results
obtained on the lowest-lying si nglets by other methods. In

addition the positions and irreducible representation
classification of the other levels in the tH6, ,tZ, tF, and

t F4 mul ti p1 ets of rmt+ i ons i n Tmcr0, have been determi ned.

0n the di fferences between the Tmcr0, and TmFe0, spectra, i t
has been shown that some can be attributed to the different
magnetic properties of the two materials, in particular to

their d'ifferent rm'*-transition-metal interactÍon. However

temperature and field induced sp'in reorientatjon has only

been discussed with regard to its effect on the validity of
the selection rules. That the selection nules for a lower

temperature (3.4 - 4.0 K) are valid does suggest that the

zero-field configuration is GrF.... f, at such temperatures.



This aspect will be

the effect of spin

be d i scussed.

73

detail in the next chapter;

on the Cr"' spectra will also

discussed in

reorientation
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CHAPTER i V

cr'* TRANSiTI0NS AND spIN RE0RIENTATI0N iN Tmcr0,

4.1 Introduction

In thl's chapter, the spectra resul t'ing f rom transi ti ons

among Crt* I evels together wi th the Tmt* I ines exhi bi t'i ng

abrupt changes wjll be presented. 0n1y the Crt* lines in the

- 7300 I and the 5000 - 5200 I range will be discussed. These

lines in turn can be divided into two groups. The first is

i nsens i ti ve to the change of spi n confi gurati ons , whereas the

latter is criticalìy dependent on spin configurations and

hence can be used to detect spÍn reorientation. The fi rst
category consists essent'ia'l 'ly of magnon sidebands and phonon

sidebands. The latter category is most convenientìy discussed

wi th the abrupt changes observed i n the rare-earth spectra.

Thus the discussion will be divided into two sections: The

non-abruptly changi ng and the abruptly changi ng I i nes. But

fi rs t the energy I evel scheme and the group theoreti cal

description of the Crt* ions wil I be described.

4.2 cr t* i n TmCro,

4.2.1 Si te symmetry of Crt+

The Crt* i ons i n rare-earth orthochromi tes ane at

sites of C. symmetry (sugano et ä.l, l97l). Th'i s is the group't'

consisting of the elements E and I (tne ìdent'i ty and the
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i nversi on operator respecti vely) . Si nce a Crt+ i on consi sts

of three d electrons it is a Kramer's ion and so has half-
i ntegral spi n angu'l ar momentum numbers. Thi s f act

necessitates the use of the double group and the double-valued

representatîons. The group character tab l. Ci and DCi (O for
double group) are given in Table 4.1. In the group Ci, there

are iust two irreducible representationr tT and f;, the + and

- signs referring to even and odd paríty. Since inversjon

i s a symmetry el ement of the s i te group, the wavefuncti ons of

the ions at such sites will have defjnite parity. The wave-

f uncti ons wi th even and odd pari ty wi'l 1 f orm basi s f uncti ons
aof the i rreduci bl e representati onr fi and ti respecti vely.

This is c'learly illustrated in the character table. For

example under "I" in the row fi, there is a rr-l¡r sígnifying
that the basis functions change sign under inversion. The

table for DCi can be related to that of Ci in a simple

manner. First of all there are two new double-valued

representati ons . Si nce the number of i rreduci bl e representati ons

have to be equal to the number of classes, there must be two

more classes. In this case, each of the two new classes

consists of one element, E and I respectively. The element E

now corresponds to a rotation of 4tt radians and the usual

identity element of a rotation by 2r radians, previousìy

denoted by t now denoted by E, is no longer the identity
element. An ion with an odd number of electrons, hence
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DC.'t E E I I

+rr
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rz

t2

+

I l

I I

I -l

I -l

I I

-l -l

I -t

-l I

Table 4. I Character tables of Ci and

DCi
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hal f - integral angu'lar momentum quantum numbers wi I I have i ts

waVefunctions change sign under a ?tr rotation, ôFld thus needs

another 2r (a total of 4r) radians to regain its original

sign. This can be proved by using the equation 3.5 for the

rotational group and extending it to include half-integraì J

val ues. The element I has the same meaning as before. The

el ement Ï fras the same ef f ect as the product of Ë and I .

Another feature of tþ. DC.¡ table is that the characters under

E and E are the same for the s i ngl e-val ued irreduci bl e

representationt tT and tit simiìariy for those characters

under I and Ï. But the characters under E and Ë and similarìy
for I and Ï are opposite in sign for the double-valued

representati ont tå and r, . Ions wi th an even number of

electrons (a non-Kramer's ion) will only belong to functions

which are basis functions of the irreducible representations
+li and fl, whereas those ions vrith an odd number of electrons

(a Kramer's ion) wi'l I onìy have wavefunctions which form

basis functions of the representationt tä and l;.

4.2.2 Level scheme of Crt+

In orthochromites and similarly in

chromium compounds, the Crt+ ion can be

first approximation, to be at a site of

the true s i te symmetry ( Ci i n thi s case )

reducti on from cubi c symmetry (Sugano et

a lot of other

cons i dered, as a

the cubic group since

can be treated as a

ô1, 1970). This
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cubic group, 0h, wÌll spf it the different electron'i c con-

fi gurati ons i nto different I evel s and the other non-cubi c

symmetry components of the crystaì fiel d can then be

i ntroduced together w'i th the spi n-orbi t coupl i ng to further

sp1 i t these cubi c group I evel s. Group theoreti cal ly,
begi nn'i ng wÍth the cubi c s'i te group the resul tant I evel s bel ong

to the s'ingle-valued representations of 0h. This occurs since,

before the spi n-orbi t coupl i ng i s i ntroduced, the spi n of the

ion is not considered. Thus the cubjc crystal fÍeld on'ly

affects the orbi tal angul ar momentum whose quantum numbers

are a'lways integral whethei^ the ion is Kramer's or non-Kramer's.

I t 'i s on 1y when the i on has an odd number of el ectrons and

when spin-orbit coup'ling is introduced that levels belonging

to the double-valued representations occur. If the'ion is non-

KrameF's, introduction of sp'in-orbit coupling will still give

jevejs whose symmetries are characterized by the single-valued

representations (Cracknell, 1975).

0ptical transitions for the Cr'+ ion can be divided jnto

the interconfigurational and the intraconfigurational (Sugano,

et â1, 1970). The first type is among levels of different
electronic configurations and the second among levels of the

same electronic configuration. In the present work, the

conf i gurati ons of interest are tà and ti". The symbo'l tà

means that the three d el ectrons are al I i n the orb'i tal tZ

and t"Z" means that two electrons are in orbítal tZ and one in
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orbital e. Under the cubic field tå is sp'l it
into the levels 'Ar, '8, 

"., 
, and 'TZ whereas ti" will be

spì'i t into a number of levels, two of which fall within the

visible regions, nameìy uTl and'TZ. The relative posìtions

of the levels are schematjcaì ìy given in Fìgure 4.1. The

subscript g denotes that the wavefunctions of Cr'+ have even

pari ty. Each l evel i s i denti fi ed by two other symbol s . The

capital letters Tl, TZ, t, and AZ denote the orbital degeneracy

whereas the superscripts signìfy the sp'i n degeneracy 2S + I

of the levels where S is the spin quantum number.

the Tl and T Z level s are three-fol d degenerate and

two-fold whereas the AZ level is an orb'ital sing'l et.

has a sp'i n degeneracy of four, i.e. 2S + I - 4 or S

0rbitaiìy
the E level

Thus uO,

= 3/ 2 and

as orbital and spin degeneracies are taken together it is

four-fold degenerate. Similarìy 'r, is three-fold orbital'ly
degenerate and two-fold spin degenerate, a total six-fold
degeneracy.

In the above discussion, the levels can be characterjzed

with both spin and orbjtal quantunr numbers because the spin-

orbi t i nteracti on has not been i ntroduced so that the spi n

and orbi tal angul ar momenta are s ti I I good quantum numbers .

l,Jhen spin-orbit interaction is introduced, J, the total
anguì ar momentum number i s the appropr^i ate one. If the spi n-

orbit coupling and th" ngn-cubic crystal field (synrnretry c; jn

thi s case) are present some or al I of the orbi tal
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degeneraci es are I j fted. However the spi n degeneraci es for

the Kramer's Crt* 'i on can onìy be I j f ted by an externa 1ìy

appl'ied magnetjc fjeld or by the internal molecular field when

the materìal ìs ordered magneticalìy. In RCr0r, with the very

low symmetry of Ci and spìn-or bit coup'l ing, all the cubic

levels are split. The spì'i ttìngs are'i ndicated in Figure 4.2.

Since the spectra to be presented later are those from '0, to

2E and 'r.- (the subscript g will hereafter be omjtted) only

these I evel s are gi ven i n the fi gure. Al though thi s fi gure

is just schematic, in a lot of situations the middle level of

'rZ js indeed closer to the lower energy level. Also the spin-

orbit coupììng shifts the 'A, level by a small amount. l^Jhen the

compound is ordered, these levels vrill be spìit further into

level s characterj zed approximately by the z-component of the

sp'i n, name'ly -3/2, -1/?, 1/2, 3/2 f or the 'A, and -1/?, 1 /?

for the 'E and 'rr levels.

4.2.3 Selection ^ 3+rules ïor ur transitions

The transitions of interest uO, + 'E and uA, -> 'r, are

among levels of the same pari ty (even 'i n this case) so

electric dipo'le transitions are parity forbjdden. As mentioned

before, thìs selectjon rule can be relaxed by admixìng states

of odd parity by odd crystal field components or by odd

I atti ce vi bratì ons . The former i s absent i n thi s case but

the latter remains a possibility, which will be discussed
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I ater. The transi t'i ons menti oned above are al so

forbi dden for another reason because they are among

levels of different spin degenerac'ies,4 and 2 respective'ly,

(these are also jntraconfigurational ) since none of the

electric dipoìe, magnetic dipo'l e and electric quadrupo'le

moments have matrix elements between the states of di fferent

spin multiplicitjes. So this rule js more strict than the

parity rule which iust forbids electric dipole transitions.

Thus the oA,, -> 2E and "T n are doub'ly f orbi dden whereas the
LL

UAZ utl and'f ? are on'ly parity forbidden. The spin selection

rule is however relaxed s'lightìy if the spin-orbjt jnteraction

is taken into account because such interaction can connect

terms with S and S' where lS-S'¡ = 0,1 (Sugano et â1, 1970).

Therefore the term wi th S may have smal I components of the

terms with S + I if the spin-orbit interactions is taken into

account, and the presence of these smal I components al I ows the

spin forbidden transitions S ¿ S + I to occur. The degree of

admixture of the S term with the S + I term is approximateiy

given by.Vro>/^Eee, where.Vro> is the matrix element of the

spin-orbit interaction between the S and S t I terms and AE..

is the energy separation between them. Because of the spin

selection rule, the transi tions among levels of different spin

degeneraces are consl'derabìy weaker than those among I evel s

of the same spin degeneracies.
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ã+
Assisted electric dipole Cr"' transitions

Single-ion Crt+ transitions in RCr03 as noted are

strictly parity and spín forbidden in the case of levels of

different spin mult'iplicities. However electric-dipoie
trans i ti ons can occur i n the form of a s imul taneous creati on

or des tructi on of quasi -parti cl es I i ke phonons and magnons ,

gi vi ng ri se to phonon s i debands and magnon s i debands

respecti veìy. The term sÌdeband just refers to a spectral

line which appears by the side of the parent zero phonon or

magnon I i ne. Thus s uch trans i ti ons i nvol ve a si ng'le-i on

trans i ti on as wel I as a quasi -parti cl e. However, the

appropriate single-ion transition is not among the single-
i on I evel s of Crt+, but among exci ton I evel s (Loudon, I 968)

i nvol vi ng the Cr'+ exci tons

ground to exci ted I evel s

transi ti ons. I f the R'+

Kramer's doublets each of

bed

the

Finally, simultaneous transitions

and the excitation of the Rt+ from

can also result in electric dipo'le

is a Kramer's ion, its levels are

which will be sp'l it into two levels, approxjmateìy descri

by the spin quantum numbers 1/2 and -1 /2. In such cases

rare-earth i on ffiây, for exampl e be promoted from the -1 /2

to the 1/2 level; hence such transitions are also called

Crt* exciton and R'+ spin f1íp absorptions.
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4.3. I Exci tons and magnons

lnJhen a speci es of magneti c i on i s i ntroduced as an

impurity'i nto a host, the interactions among the impurity

ions can be'i gnored, s'ince the concentration of these ions

are usua'l ìy I ow enough so that the i ons are f ar apart. Hence

the energy level scheme and selection rules are mainiy dictated

by the symmetry of the si te of the Ímpuri ty i ons. The

transitions are essentially among single-ion crystal fi.eld

1 evel s. Thi s i nteracti on, however cannot be i gnored for the

magneti c íons 'i n concentrated substances. In such caSeS the

crystal field levejs wili first be sp'l it or shifted by the

exchange (molecular) field. Secondly, due to the inter-ion

interactions, âfly transitions to the excjted states can be

transferred from ion to ion. This means that these single-

ion crysta'l field levels are no 'l onger the eigenstates of the

crystai. The interactions give rise to levels which can be

thought of as stemming f rom the s'ingle-ion levels. These

new levels are known as the excitons. They are thus collective

excitatjons of the crysta'l and so are characterized by the set

of al I owed and d'i sti nct È vectors of the Bri I I oui n zone. Si nce

the È vectors form a quasi-contjnuous band in È- space, each

exciton level js actuaì'ly a quasi-continuous band. The number

of such È vectors is determined by the number of magnetic

ions in the crysta'l whereas the number of exciton bands are

determi ned by the numher of i nequi val ent magneti c i ons i n the

un'i t cejl. This splitt'ing of a sing'le-ion level into exciton

bands i s known as the Davydov spl'i tti ng. Fi gure 4.3
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i I lustrates the relation betWeen the s'ingle-ion levels and

the exciton bands. Here I and 2 are the s'i ngle-ion levels

and i n thi s case there are f our bands w'i th Davydov spl i tti ngs

characteri zed by Al , LZ and 43. The thi ckness of a shaded

band i s the di spers'i on of the exci ton i n the band because of

the energy dependence on È vectors. If it happens that the

single-ion level belongs to the lowest crystal-field-plus-
exchange sp'lit level of the lon the exciton is usualiy called

a magnon. The exci ton and the magnon have no formal di fference.

This difference in termino'logy Ís illustrated schematicaily

in Figure 4.4 for Crt+ for an excited level, a level of 'E,
and a level of 'AZ.

4.3.2 Symmetry of the exci tons and the magnons

The exci tons and magnons bei ng col I ecti ve exci tati ons

must refl ect the symmetry of the crystal . In other words

their symmetry must be compatible with that of the space group

of the crysta'l , meaning that the exciton and the magnon

wavefunct'ions must belong to (form basis functions of) tne

i rreduci ble representati ons of the space group. The parti cul ar

symmetry of the excitons depends on the particular È vector

of i nterest. In the case of the transi ti ons i n the opti ca1

and infrared the photon È vector is:0. Conservation of Ê

vectors (a f orm of conservat'i on of momentum) requi res that

the excitons involved be also of R- ' 0. This simpljfies the
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symmetry consideration and offers an easy way to fÍnd the

irreducible repì esentations of the space group. In this case

the irreduc'ible representations of the space group coincide

with those of the factor group of the space group (Burns and

Gl azer, I 978) . Thîs factor group i s, j n turn, aìways

i somorphi c to a certai n poi nt group . (Two groups are

isomorphic if there is a one-one correspondence among the

elements of the two groups). This isomorphism imp'l ies that

the character tabl es are the same for the two groups . I t
should be ment'ioned that in a magnetic crystal, the

appropriate group is the magnetic group. Thus the irreducible

representati ons must be those of the magneti c space group.

These representations are known as the corepresentations.

However a magnetic group has a unitary subgroup and Ít is

onìy necessary to know the i rreduci bl e representati ons of thi s

unitary subgroup to determine selection rules. Thus for

R-= 0 it is only necessary to know the unitary factor group

isomorphic with the unitary subgroup of the magnetic group

which is of course spin-configuration dependent. For RCr0t

detailed group theoretical investigations show that for

R'" 0 the factor group for both the fZ and f4 phases is

isomorphic to the CZn group wh'ich has the operations E, CZ,

oh and I (Sugano et dl, l97l ), where the symbols have the

same meaning as in Chapter 3. Since exciton levels arise

from the single ion levels, they must have the same parìty
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as the parent levels and so are also parity for"bidden and

hence are ma'i nly observed as magneti c dì poì e trans i ti ons .

However the fZ and f4 exci tons have different selection

rules with respect to the po'l arizations of the incident iight
(Sugano et ð1, l97l).

it is seen that in gene"uj, for magnetic ions in

concentrated substances, the exci ton and magnon descri pti on

is the more appropriate. Thîs is most important for the

lowest lying excited states because the electronic spins of

neighbouring ions can significantly reduce the excitation

energy below its molecular-field value. It will be seen that

the magnon energies deduced from the present work are

significantly different from the exchange split levels of

the uAo level. But as the parent single-ion level becomes
¿

higher in energy, the Davydov splittings become smaller and

smal I er. Experi men ts on RCr03 exci tons deri ved from 2E

'l
(-13700 cm-') have shown that the total splitting (sum of

all the Davydov spìittings) is - 7 .*-l (Sugano et â1, 1971;

Kajiura et â1, 1975; Aoyagi et â1, 1976; Meltzer, 1970).

Thus one expects that f or the h'i gher I evel s I j ke 'r Z, thi s

will be even smaller and the levels, in principle the

excitons, are rather satisfactori'ly descrjbed by the s'ingle-

ion model.
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4.3.3 Magnon sidebands

4.3.3.1 Mechan i sm

There are two possible mechanisms which can give rise

to magnon sidebands. The first arises from the multipole

expansion of the Coulomb interaction between pairs of ions,

and includes the d'ipole-dipoìe, d'ipole-quadrupole interactions

etc. These interactions have a long range, failing off as

some power of the i nverse separati on between the i ons . The

second type of coupling is due io the exchange terms which

resul t f rom the over'lap of the electroni c wavef uncti ons of

the i ons. Here the exchange mechani sm wi I I be j nvoked to

expìain the two-ion interaction and instead of the four

subl atti ces, a two-subl atti ce approximati on wi I I be adopted

in Figure 4.5, for the 2E level excitons. Here g is the ground

s tate wi th magneti c sp'in quantum number -3/2 f or the ì

sublattice with down spin (+) and r,rith magnetic spin quantum

number + 3/2 for the j sublattice with up spin (+). Similarly

e denotes one of the exciton levels derived from the single-

ion level 2E and u is an excited level of odd parity and of

sp'i n quantum number -3/2 and m denotes a magnon levej. Both

m and g belong to the ground orbital level UAZ with quantum

numbers +1 /2 and + 3/ 2 respectì vely. The di rect trans i ti on

f ol I owi ng Aoyag'i (197 4) . The si debands can be expl a'i ned as

due to the non-di agonal exchange i nteracti on i nvo'l vi ng a pai r

of ions i and j on opposite sublattices. This is illustrated
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from g to e for the i ion corresponding to the excitons

obserVed are magnetic d'i po1e. However magnon-assisted

el ectri c-di pol e transi t'i ons are al so poss i bl e. The i on i

goes to an odd parity excÍted state u while the ion i goes

f rom g to m. Then 'i on j deexci tes f rom state u to state e '

Spin angular momentum componentS are conserVed since for the

i th i on the change i n spi n momentum component 
^szi 

= -1 /2

-(-3 /2)=1 andfor the ith ion, ASrj = 1/2 - (S/Z) = -l ' This

is achieved by the exchange interactjon Vi¡ coupf ing the two

ions. This coupling induces an electrÌc dìpo'le moment

(Loudon, .|968) and exp'lai ns the observed el ectri c di pol e

character of the sidebands. The two-ion transit'ion differs

al so from the exci ton transi tj on, i n that the restri cti on

of the l,¡ave-vector to È ' 0 is no longer required and the

only requirement is that È.* = - È*un, where ex and mag

denote respecti vely the exci ton and the magnon. Thi s

conserves the momentum since Ê"* + Èrun = Q as required by

the È = 0 photon absorPt'ion.

4.3.3.2 Selection rul es f or magnon si debands

The intensity of the exciton-magnon absorption line

is proportional to the product of the ioínt density of state

of the exciton and the magnon and the square of the transition

moment. In genera'l , the iojnt density of state has jts

maximum val ue at the high symmetry points of the Bri I louin
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zone. Therefore unless the transition moment is zeYo at a

particular point, the absorption ìntensity is also a relative

maximum at those symmetry poi nts . The Bri I I oui n zone i s shown

in Figure 4.6, Þ¡here the symbols for the various potnts are

those of Van den Ziel and Van Uitert (.l969a).0n1y the points

f, X, Y, S, R, U, T, Z will be discussed. These points have

the fo1 1 owi ng meani ngs:

where a, b, c are the lattice parameters of the real lattice.
In Chapter 3, Table 3.6 onìy the magnetic point groups are

gi ven for the expl anat'i on of the spi n confi gurati ons because

that was adequate for that purpose. Now the ful I magneti c

space group elements for the two spin confjgurations will be

gi ven:

r2, {El0} ' {czxit]} ' iI l0i' {orlt.' }' {RCzzlr}' {Rorlr}'{RC2yltZ}'{Rorlrr}

f4, {El0} ' {czzlt} ' {I l0}' {orlt}' {RCr*lri}, {RCzyltZ}'{Ro*lrl},{Roylt2}

ll'l
where ¡=|c2,tl=f (aR+b9) and tZ=i(aR+b!+c2).
The symbols E, CZ*, etc. have the same meaning as in Table 3.6.

If al I the non-primi ti ve transl ation vectors (t, tl , tZ) are

set to zero i n the group eì ements, the magnet'i c poi nt groups
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Figure 4.6: Brillouin
lattice

zone of the orthorhombi c
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given in Table 3.6 ìs obtained. In the case of the magnetjc

space groups, the unitary subgroups fo, lZ and f4 are

respectively G(rZ) = {{El0},{Cz*ltt},{i l0}, {oxltl}} and

e(r+) = {{El0}, {czzlt},{I l0},{o=lt}}. It is the irreducÍble

representations of these subgroups whjch determine the

sel ecti on rul es . These sel ecti on rul es have been worked out

for the f4 spin configuration (Aoyagi, 1974; Van der Ziel and

Van Uitert, 'l 969a) and it has been shown that electric-dipoie
transitions with È¡ 1ä, t or ð u"e allowed for the creation of

magnons at each of the symmetry points 7, R, U and T but

points f, X, Y and S äre all forbidden. The resujts for the

lZ confi gurati on have not been worked out. However, our

experimental resul ts seem to i ndi cate that the sel ecti on rul es

may also be similar, for the fZ configuration.

4.3.4 Phonon si debands

Phonon si debands of exci tons are simul taneous creati on

of an exciton and a phonon. That is, they are phonon-

assisted transitions. These are also known as vibronic
(vibratíonal electronic) transitions. In general there are

several mechanisms for such transitions. 0ne possibility is

that if the charge distributions of the initial and final
electronic states are different, the equi librium positions

of the ions wÍll be different for the two electronic states.

Another mechanism, which is part-icuìarly important when the

electronic transition is forbidden, as in the Crt* case, is
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that the phonon may

such a way that the

appropri ate mechani

center and so there

components.

di s tort the enví ronment of the 'i on i n

transition is ailowed. This is the

sm si nce the Cr'* i on i s at an inversion

is no admixture of odd crystal field

For d el ectrons, the transi ti ons most 1 i kely to have

strong phonon sidebands can often be determined by an

'inspection of the diagrams showing how the energy levels of

an ion change with the size of the cubic crystai field
parameters (Sugano et âl , 1 970) . For Crt+ the statet uTl

and nT., are quite sensitive to such parameters and can give¿'
rise to very broad and strong absorpt'i ons. 0n the other

hand the levels 'E, 'r1and "r, are quíte insensit'ive to

such parameters. Transi ti ons to these states therefore di s-

play a zero - phonon line (the exciton) and a highly

s tructured phonon si deband, whose structure can be correl ated

wi th known phonon frequenci es "

Phonons are al so rel ated to a number of temperature

dependent effects of the crysta'l spectra (di Bartolo, 1968).

Li ne shi fts can occur because of the change of the

crystalline field parameters, which in turn depend upon the

internuclear separations. Thus the anharmonic'interaction

of the thermal phonons, gi vi ng ri se to I att'i ce parameter

changes due to thermal expansion, is a possible origÍn of

line shífts. In addition, 'l ine shifts occur because the
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strai ns associated wi th thermal phonons can i nduce fl uctuations

in the crystal field parameters about their average values.

For Crt+, I i ne shi fts of the utl and 'T 2 trans i ti ons are

probably due to the anharmonic effect since their energies

depend sensitively on the crystalline field parameters. For

the '8, 'r1, 'fZ transitions the second mechanism is probably

more Ímportant. The same mechani sm whi ch causes the I i ne shi ft
is also like1y to be responsible for the broadening of these

I i nes at hi gher temperatures.

4.3.5 Rare-earth ion assisted Crt* transitions
Co-operat'i ve absorpti ons al so occur whi ch i nvol ve the

absorpti on of a photon wi th the si mul taneous creati on of an

exciton and the promotion of the rare-earth ion to an excited

state or band. This is sÍmi lar to the Cr'+-rare-e9rth 'i on

pair emission that has been observed (Van der Ziel andVan Uitert,l969b),

In this case the Crt* ion deexcites from the 'E exciton state

to the ground state UAZ and the rare-earth ion is promoted

from the ground to an exci ted level . In RCr0,, pai r

absorptions with the excitation (Kojima et ô1, 1980) and de-

exci tati on (Aoyag'i , 197 4 ) of the rare-earth i on have been

observed. These are called Crt+ exciton-rare-earth ion spin-

f'l ip simultaneous absorptions. Again, exchange seems to be a

possible mechanism, giving rise to an electric dìpoìe moment.

For these transi ti ons the two fo1 1 owì ng characteri sti cs are
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observed: i . They are el ectri c di poì e and form a band wi th

a steep cut-off on the lower energy síde of the band.

II. The intens'i ty of these transil tions depends on the product

of the joint density of states of the Crt* exciton state and

the rare-earth i on exci ted state and the transi ti on moment

squared, anal ogous to the case of the magnon si debands.

4.4 The Crt* spectra and spin reorientation in TmCr0

, cr'* and cr'*-Tmt* spectra

4.4.1 Non-abruptjy changing transitions

4.4.1.1Crt+ transitions: 7100 - 7250R

lm

The spectra in this region are presented in Fi gure 4.7

ure 4.8. These lines are ajl electric dipole

ions. Their v\ravelengths in I and energies in.t-l
arati ons A i n .*- I from the average TmCr03 exci ton

n, -13700 .*-l ( - 7300 Rl are given in Tabl e 4.2; the

s were observed by Aoyagi et â.|, 1976. These I ines

convenientìy divided into one group within the interval

- 7140 Â with a weaker absorption and another group

the interval of 7160 - 7250 8.

between 7160 - 7?50 Â

They are about -l 00

exci ton pos'i ti on (-l
hal f-wi dths for those

better resol ved. Al I

g

I

followin

-200 cm

TmCr0r)

are I ess

Fi g

nsit
sep

i ti o

i ton

be

7100

hin

and

tra

and

pos

exc

can

of

wit

have the
-lcm to

-'l
3 700 cm ' for

'l i naq rrrhi ¡'h

of the lines

The spectral I í nes

characteri st'i cs.

from the average
_l

and have -30 cm '

broadened and s o
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R
-l

cm Èlli rrri Èt lì ^ t -l¿\(cm

N

M

L

K

J

I

H

G

F

E

D

c

B

A

7105

7l I l

7 121

7 134

716 4

7169

7183

71 86

7202

7 205

7213

7 231

7243

7 248

14075

1 4062

I 4043

1 4017

13959

I 3949

1 3922

13916

1 3885

13879

I 3864

1 3829

I 3806

13797

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

375

362

343

317

259

249

222

216

185

179

164

129

r 06

97

Table 4.2 l^lave'lengths, energies, po'lartzation and

separati ons of I i nes f rom exc'i tons
(-I3700 .*-t), of Iines from 7l00
7250 8; x means transition is allowed.
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exhibit distinct polartzation characteristìcs. As the

temperature 'i s i ncreased these I i nes broaden and merge

into a single peak whose posítion shifts to a longer wave-

ìength (Figure 4.8). The I ines A, B and C (Ftgure 4.7)

with separations respectively of 97, 106 and 129 .*-l from

the excitons, can be assigned to the absorption of a photon,

with the s'imul taneous creation of an exc'i ton and a magnon of

respective energies 97,106 and 129.*-1. These values are

close to the predicted and observed magnon energ'ies of 82,

109 and 121.*-l of YCr03 at the symmetry points 7, R, T

and U respecti vely (T and U have the same energy ) , (Aoyagi ,

1974). The lines D to J, separated from the exciton at

about twice the energy of some of the one magnon energies,

are probab'ly one-exciton and two-magnon absorptions (e.g.

216 = I x .l08). The temperature dependences of the positions

of the I i nes i n thi s group can be expl ai ned qual i tati veiy

wi th the he'lp of Fi gure 4.9. l,'lhen the temperature i s

increased the exchange splittings of the levels concerned,

characterìzed by Al and LZ respectively will decrease, sjnce

the substance becomes I ess ordered magneti ca1 1y. Thi s occurs

since the molecular field, which is proportional to the

exist'i ng sublattice magnetization, must decrease, thus

decreasing the exchange spl i ttings. bJhen the temperature

approacher TN, the Néel temperature, al I the exchange

spi i tti ngs vani sh and a trans i ti on correspond'i ng to energy



.l04

1/2

,E

EI<,_ I magsons
\-J

exci ton and magnon
UAZ respectìvely

on,

Figure 4.9: SchematÍ c

spf itti ngs

di agram of
of z¿ and
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Eo will be observed. In fact, long before T¡¡ is reached the

magnon s i debands have al ready broadened i nto a 1 arge peak.

Turning now to the lines K, L, M and N, it is observed that

these l'i nes are weaker and broader and are separated about

300 - 400 cm-l fro* the exci ton I ì nes. Broadeni ng of these

lines is much more rapid compared with the magnon sidebands.

Such characteri sti cs show that these transi ti ons are probably

phonon sidebandS of the excjtons since the energies coincide

with the range of phonon energies deduced from the Raman

spectra of Ercr03 (ul lri ch et â1, 1977), YCr03 and GdCr0t

(Udagawa et âl , I 975 ) .

4.4.1.2 Crt+ transitions: 5000 - 5100 I

I n th i s secti on the abs orp ti on I 'i nes

5000 - 5l 00 I wi I I be di scussed. These I i nes

the abruptly changi ng I i nes i n the range 5l 00

clearly transi ti ons of Crt* from the ground I

-3/2) to the levels related to the crysta'l fi
split levels of the cubic level'TZ. This is

.r-l for most crt* ions as an impurity ori n

substances (sugano et â1, 1970). The spectra

transitions are g'iven ìn Figures 4.10, 4.ll an

wave'lengths, wavenumbers and pol ari zati on cha

of this set of lines are given in Table 4.3

and C form one group and line D behaves separ

ín the range

toge ther wi th

- 5200 Â are

eve I ('AZ,

el d and exchange

about 19000

concentrated

for these

d 4.12. The

racteri sti cs

The lineS A, B

ateìy. Si nce
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Â
-l

cm ÈrÌ Èt ti Èl lì

D

C

B

A

5020

5046

5066

5087

19920

l9Bl8

19739

19658

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 4.3 t^Iavelengths, energies and polarizatjon
of lines from 5020 to 5090 Â

x means that transition is allowed.
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A = 19658

$ = 19739

Ç = 19818

19561

19560

19559

97

179

259

-l

-t

-1

cm

cm

cm

these I i nes can al so be i nterpreted as magnon si debands

correspond'i ng to the absorpt j on of a Photon w'i th the

simul taneous creation of an exc'i ton at about 19560 t*-l

and one magnon of 97 .*-l and two magnons of energies 179

and zsg.*-l respectively. Line D can be vìsualized as

| = 19920 = .|9558 + 362 cm-l where 362.*-l was the phonon

energy deduced i n the I as t secti on . The temperature

dependences of the spectra also show that A, B and c are

similar to magnon sidebands. However line D broadens very

rapid'ly as it should if it is a phonon-assisted transition.

Aga'in the exci tons are too weak to be observed ' There are

other trans'i tions in the range 5100 - 5200 Â wh'ich can

also be interpreted as magnon sidebands. However' since

these al so exhi bi t abrupt changês, they wì I I be di scussed

i n the next secti on together wi th the Tmt+ trans i ti ons and

the other transitions showing abrupt changes'

4.4-2 Abruptly changing transit'Îons

The fol l owi ng trans j tiof'ìs r whi ch wi I I be di scussed

in the order Tm'+, Cr'+ and Crt+ - Tmt* respectiveìy, have

the common feature that they can be ej ther temperature 0r
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field induced at about a fraction of a degree Kelvin belo'¡l

4.2 K. The change 'in intensity when the critical temperature

is crossed, is in alI cases very abrupt sign'ifying a change

i n spin confi gurati on. However abrupt changes are not

observed for the a-b samPl e.

4.4.2.1 Tmt* transitions : 6687 and 6876 Â

and

an

is

den

dur

Kel

in

an

of

tra

rem

the

c0m

sid

fol

cm

are

The 6876 Â (Figu

the 6687 Â (Figure

abrupt decrease to v

decreased through th

oted by Tc. There i

i ng the cha.nge whi ch

vi n. The temperatur

Figure 4.13 and 4.14

external magnetic fi
magni tude -900 0e, i
nsitions. it is als

ai n almost unchanged

us ua I I i ne broaden i

pared wi th those of

ebands reported earl

lowed up to 77.7 K w

l' compared with the

about 30 .r- I . Thu

re 3.4 If) transition of 
"U 

-)'F3

3.3 Ia) transition of '*6 + tFZ show

anish'ing intensity as the temperature

e cri ti ca I temperature , hereafter

s practi cal ly no shi ft i n I i ne posi ti on

is complete in about half a degree

e dependences of these lines are shown

. As menti oned i n Chapter 3 at 4.2 K

eld, paral le'l to the z direct'ion and

s suffi cient to suppress these

o observed that thei r i ntensi ti es

, after heating above Tc, except for

ng. However the broaden'i ng is slight
the Crt+ magnon si debands and phonon

ier. These two lines can indeed be

i th I i ne wi dths of approx'imate'ly l3

magnon si debands whose I i ne wi dths

s they are defin'i iely not magnon or
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Temp" v"4 K

,eK

5K

Tmt+ transition: 6687 8, Èl l?; absorption
curve at 5 K is recorded with a recorder
sensitivity 1/5 of that of the other curves
spectra taken continuous'ly as the sampie
temperature i ncreases from 3.4 to 4 to 5 K,
but the in between temperatures were not
de te rmi ned
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Figure 4,14:
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phonon sidebands superimposed on the Tmt* spectra. Further-

more the 6687 line, as discussed in Chapter 3, is essent'i aììy

a mani festati on of the rel axati on of the sel ecti on rul es for
the Tmt* transitions which are strictly valid if the spin

configuration is f4(Fz). In this case the molecular field
causes no mixi ng of states of di fferent representati ons . 0n

the other iland at hi gher temperatures the stabl e confi gurati on

is fZ(Fx), whose molecular field mixes states of different
representations which causes the relaxation of the selection

rules. The appearance of thi s I i ne, âs di scussed i n Chapter 3,

results in an inconsistent assignment of representatjon labels

to the Tmt* levels. In particular levels I and Ii of ttu have

labels Al and AZ as deduced from transitions to tr, and tFO,

but AZ and At from trans i ti ons to 'F r. However on I oweri ng

the temperature, or with the application of the smal I magnetic

field this very intense line is suppressed and as a consequence

all the inconsistencies are removed and the selection rules

are obeyed. Furthermore, leveì s I and I I have Al and AZ

respectiveìy, âgreei ng with the resul t deduced from magneti zation

measurements (Hornreich et â1, 1973). The interpretation of

the abrupt changes as spin reorientation fZ **f4 js also

consistent wlth the results of Cr'* exciton studjes of TmCr0,

(Aoyagi et âì, 1976). They reported exc'i ton observations

consi stent wi th the T 4 confi gurati on whi I e the appl i cati on of

a mqgnet'ic field induced spin reoÌÍentatjon nraking the
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4.4.2.2

The Crt* transitions 'i n the range 5100 - 5200 Â are to

part of the levels of the Cr'* 'rZ cubic level. Due to the

combined effect of the Ci site symmetry and the spìn-orbit
interaction the level is split into three crystal field
1eve1s, each of which is split into two levels by the exchange

field. Transitions from the'AZ (-StZ) ground level to these

levels are parity and spin forbidden. However they can occur

as assisted electric-dipole transitions ìn the form of magnon

and phonon si debands. The magnon and phonon sidebands wi th

wave'lengths from 5000- 5100 Â have been discussed. It was

observed that they coul d be i nterpreted as one-magnon and

two-magnon sidebands or phonon sidebands of an exciton level

at -19560 .r-1. In this section it will be seen that the

lines in the 5100 - 5200 Â could also be interpreted as

magnon si debands of other exci ton I eve I s .

Crt+ transitions: 5100 - 5200 I
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The positions, energies, âr'rd polarizatjons of the

above l'i nes are gì ven i n Tab j e 4.4 v¡i th the spectra shown

in Figure 4. l5 and 4.16. The Èt lÌ spectra from the a-b

sampìe are onìy just resolved and as mentioned at the begìnning,

do not show abrupt changes. Ther efore they are not shown.

(Their positions are approx'imately 5135 , 5144, 5166 and 5176 81.

Since the behaviour of the spectra with Ètti or Ètti are similar
to that with Èl l?, onìy the temperature dependences of the ljnes

with Èt t7 are given (Figure 4.17). Tabl e 4.4 also shows how

the lines can be "decomposed" into two energies, one of which

is the one or two-magnon energies obtained earl ier. The other

energy can be i nterpreted as unobserved exci ton I evel s at

-1g260 and -19230 .*-l for T . T. and at -1g262 and -1g223
-lcm for T t T.. Apart from the abrupt changes at Tc, these

lines remain essentia'l 'ly unchanged in relative intensitjes
for higher temperatures. At 77.7, however, they are so broadened

that they cannot be traced. Also near T. the absorption lines

have half-widths of about 25 .r-1. Thus they are magnon side-

bands of these hi therto unobserved exci tons. (So far magnon

s i debands and exci tons of RCr0, have on'ly been reported i n

I iterature for the 2E levels). These magnon sidebands behave

very differently from those in the *7200 I region and in the

5000 - 5100 Â region. The 5100 - 5200 Â sidebands exhibit
abrupt changes whereas the other s i debands just menti oned

,{^ nn* Thi^ }-^ ^.,^'r--:*^,¡ L., ^^^.,-;-^ +L-¡ +L^ 4nuu rrvu. lltt:, uqtt Lrs s^PlAttleu UJ o5>Ulll lttg LrtOL LttË nZ I
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Â
-l

cm È|t ÈrZ Interpret..*-l Temp

H

G

F

E

D

C

B

A

51 22

5136

5t43
5l 48

5l5B
5164

517 4

5l 35

1 9524

19470
19444
19 425

19387

19365

19327

19324

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 9266+ZSB

1 9ZSB+21 z

1 9 444+21 2

19231 +l 94

19258+129
19259+l 06

I 9230+ 97

19227+ 97

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

G'

F'

E'

D,

c'
B.

A'

5135

5'l 44

5t46
5156

5.l66

517 6

517 7

19474
I 9440

19432
19395

19357

19320

19316

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 9262+21 2

I 9ZZB+21 Z

19220+212
19266+129

19260+ 97

192?3+ 97

t9Zl9+ 9T

TtT.
T>T

c
T rT.
T>T

c
T>T

c
T>T

c
T>T

c

Table 4.4 Magnon sidebands : 5100 - 5200 Â;
x means that trans i ti on i s al I owed.
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Cr'* sidebands: 5loo-5200 8, Èl 17,
Ê'^ll?, showing field induced abrupt

o'l
changes and temperature dependences

where Èo i s the appl ì ed field of
-900 0e

Fi gure 4.17:
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factors (the magnons are derjved from levels of thjs level)

and hence the magnitude of the exchange spf ittings due to

the mol ecul ar f i el d are i sotrop'i c and do not depend on spi n

conf ì gurati ons as j n LuCr03 (Ka j'i ura et â1 , 1975 ) . Some of the

exciton levels derived from the exchange-spìit levels and the

exchange-spl i t I evel s themsel ves of the exc'i ted I evel 2T2 are

however dependent on spi n confi gurati ons and so the magnon

sidebands depend on the sp'in confìguratjons because of the

excj tons . The exci ton I evel s predi cted are however too far

apart to be exci ton I evel s of the same exchange-sp'l i t I evel .

They probably beì ong to two separate single-i on exchange-

spf it levels, s'i nce the Davydov splittings of such excited

states are very small if those of the "E level are iust about

7 cn- I for RC.03.

4.4.?.3 cr'* - Tmt* transi ti ons

Th'i s group of l'i nes j s presented i n Fi g

4.19. These spectra are however quìte weak an

unresol ved band i s observed f or the a-b samp'l e

posì t'i ons, wavenumbers and poì ari zati on charact

the correspond'i ng exci ted I evel s are gì ven j n

In th'i s case the po'l arization'i s given in both

vector since spectra from two samples of two c

ori entati ons are needed for a determi nati on of

nature of the *uransi'uions. However similai^ tr

ure 4.

d on'ly

. The

eristi
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Â
-t

cm
Èrri
Èr?

Ètt7
Èli I n te rp re t. cm-l Temp .

D

c

B

A

7273

7275

7281

7 293

4

7

5

13748.8

137 45.7

13733..|

137.l0.8

X

X

X

X

X

I 3709+40

13705+41

13711+22

I 3705+ 6

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

T<T
c

D'

c'

B'

A'

7 285

7 287

7294

7 295

6

2

13727

13721 .9

13709.5

I 3708

X

X

X

X

I 3 70 3+24

I 3700+Zz

13703+ 7

13701+ 7

T>T
c

Tr Tc

T>T
c

T rTc

Table 4.5 crt+ - Tmt+ transitions: 7270 - 7300 8;

x means transition is allowed.
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electric dipole orìgin have been observed in the same region

for the other RCr0, (e. g. Koi ima, I 980 ) . So these

transitions are likeìy to be electric d'ipoie. These ljnes

are close in position to the exciton levels of TmCr0t

reported (Aoyôgi , I 976) . However, thei r I ine widths are

about l3 cß-1, whereas the exci tons have half -w'idths -l .*-i

and the total Davydov spl i tti ngs for the four exci tons are

-7.*-1. Besides, these lines like the magnon sidebands

(whì ch however have ha I f-wi dths of -25 to 30 cm- 
I ) pers i s t

up to more than -30 K and they too broaden and disappear jnto

the back ground at hi gher temperatures. At the temperatures

at which they can be traced, their relative intensities

remain relatively constant.

The four exciton levels ca.n be estimated from the

observation reported by Aoyagi et al (1976). These are

approximate'ly l37l I , .l3709, 10705 and 13704 cm-l for the

f4 confi gurati on and 1 3703, I 3701 , I 3700 and I 3698 .*- I

for the f Z confi gurati on. The trans i ti ons reported here

can then be interpreted in terms of these excjtons and they

are shown in Table 4.5. it is seen that these lines, what-

eVer thei r ori gi n, clear'ly "f ol l ow" the sh'i f t of the exci tons

in the reorientat'ion lz <--à f 4' They are characterized by

two energi es of -23 and -7 .t- I whi ch remai n more or I ess

unaffected by the change of spì n confi gurati ons. The energy
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of -40 cm-l js probably a similar quantity. The origin of

these trans i t'i ons cannot be determi ned i n the present work.

Such determination needs more detajled knowledge of the

excitons which for TmCr0, are on'ly very briefly reported

(Aoyagi et â1, 1976). However, as mentioned before, s'imi lar

transitions have been observed and accounted for as Crt+

exci ton - rare-earth i on s pi n fl i p absorpti ons for the other

RCr0 ^ .
J

4.5 Summary

In thís chapter the spectra of TmCr0, other than those

reported i n Chapter 3 or briefly menti oned there, have been

di scussed and el aborated. I t has been argued that these

spectra can be conveniently grouped i nto those exhi bi ti ng

abrupt changes at I ow temperature and those that do not.

The first group consists of crt*, T*t* and crt+ - Tmt+

trans ì ti ons whereas the second cons i s ts on 1y of Cr 
t+ trans i ti ons

In both groups the Crt+ transj ti ons however are mai n1y magnon-

assisted electric dipole transitions with some additional

sidebands due to phonons. Magnon energies found are consistent

with those obtained for YCr0, (Aoyagì , 1974). However the

present work al so reports the magnon s i debands i n the 5000

5200 I region, which to the present, have not been reported

in literature for any RCr0r. Exciton levels, again not

reported in literature, have been predicted. Transitions of
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?+ c+ 3+Cr"- and Cr"' - Tm"' exhi bi ti ng abrupt changes have been

interpreted in terms of exc'i tons derived from Cr'* cubic

cubi c I evel s 'r Z and 2E respecti veìy. These changes are

interpreted as indications of spin reorientation. The

crt+ and crt+ - Tm'* transitions show the spin reorientation

di rectly through the spi n-confi gurati on dependent pos i ti ons

of the exci ton I eve I s whereas the Tm'+ trans i ti ons change i n

such a way that the selection rules are better obeyed at the

I ower temperature - more stabl e I 4 confi gurati on. Al I the

trans i ti ons are observed i n both a-b and b-c sampl es , but

abrupt spin reorientation is only observed in the b-c samp'le,

which'in the r4(Fz) configuration has a net moment along the

z di recti on i . e. i n the pl ane of the samp'le. 0n the other

hand, the a-b sampìe in the r4(Fz) configuration has the net

moment perpendi cul ar to the p'l ane of the sampl e. Theref ore

it needs more energy and a higher field, for a given

temperature, to reorientate the moment from the x to the z

axis. Apparently the smal I field of -900 0e is iust
sufficient, at 4.2 K, to bring about the reorientation of

the moment f or the b-c samp'le and s o i s not hi gh enough f or

the a-b samp ì e.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER 1¡lORK

5. I Summary

In this thesis optical absorpt'ion spectroscopy has

been used to study TmCr03 ti ngl e crystal s . The energy I evel s,

and the correspondi ng group representati on I abel s, of the

multiplets'FZ, tF3 and tF4 together with those of some of

the tt6 ground multipìet have been determined. The level

positions as expected are close to those of the'isomorphous

TmFe0r, but the al I ocati on of the representati on I abel s to
corresponding levels 'i n the two compounds are very different.
in particular, the representation labels of the two lowest

Tm'+ I evel s i n TmCr03 are d'if f erent, agreei ng wi th the resul ts

of magnetization studies, whereas those of the corresponding

levels in TmFe0, have the same labels. This fact, as

discussed in Chapter 3 expìains the differences in low

temperature behaviour of these two compounds.

Spin reorie.ntations have been detected by observat'i on

of Tm'* transitions, C.t* magnon assisted transitions and
r¿ ã¿Cr"' - Tm"' spin-flip type pair transitions. These

transitions all undergo directly or indirectìy (except the

-7200 R magnon sidebands) abrupt changêS, which have been

i nterpreted as mani f estati ons of a sp'i n reorientati on.



Magnon si debands are found for TmCr0, exci tons at -7300

8. From these si debands magnon energi es have been deduced,

whi ch are cl ose i n val ues to those found i n YCr0r. Nei ther

the exci tons at -l 3700 cm-t (-7300 Âl nor those at 20000 cm-l

(-5000 Âl have been observed in this work, but the magnon

si debands of the I atter exci tons are i denti fied i n thi s work

(tne excitons at -13700 .*-l have been observed by Aoyagi

et ô1, 1976).
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Furthermore, these changes are indeed abrupt, bejng complete

in a t'i ny fraction of a degree Kelv'i n. The stabìe, zero

field, configuration at helium temperature is the t4(Fz)

spin configuration agreeing with the results of exciton

studies on TmCr0r.

5 .2 Suggest i on for work

It is instructive to investigate the Zeeman effect of

alI the transitions reported. In particu'lar, as proved by

Malozemoff, 1970, this can he'lp confirm the representation

labels of the Tm'+ crystal levels.

Temperature-i nduced phase transí ti ons have been the

focus of thi s thesi s, al though i t has al so been demonstrated

that at hel i um temperature, a magneti c fi el d of I ess than

I 000 0e can al so bri ng about these changes . A detaj I ed

study of field-induced transit'ions has been done by Tamakj
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The spin reorientatÍon detected in thìs work is of

the type f2(Fx) -> rO(Fz) as the temperature decreases.

According to theoretical studies (Yamaguchi, 1974) such a

phase transiti on is not poss'ible. Thus it ís important

that the correspond'i ng theory be re-examined. (Hornre'i ch,

1978 also has provided other instances which are contradictory

to the predictions of this theoryn regarding the order of the

phase transjtÍons). It is also very meaningful to invest'i gate

f urther the order of the transi ti on detected i n thi s r¡¡ork

si nce the abruptness of the changes suggests a phase transi ti on

of the fi rs t order.

et â1, 1977 us'ing magnetizatìon stud'ies; the critical field

as a f uncti on of temperature has been determîned. It 'i s

therefore mean'i ngful if sim'i lar dependences can be obtained

spectroscopi cal ìy.

Spi n reorientations can al so be confi rmed by the

method of Faraday rotation. In the case of u B'-È platelet,

for example, with the È vector of the inc'i dent'l ight parallel

to the ã crystallograph'i c axis, Faraday rotation of the

plane of po'larization of the incident f ight is expected for

the f2(fx) configuration, but not for the l4(Fz) configuration

(there 'i s no net component of magnetic moment paral ìe1 to

the È vector). There are two general methods to study

Faraday rotation. In one method the intensit'ies of the
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transmitted light for the cases Èl lüt and Èl l-ñt' are

compared where ü'k i s the component of the net magneti c

moment 'i n the dlrectí on of wave vecto. R'. From such a

compari Son, the angl e of Faraday rotation can be deduced;

these two intensjties w'i ll not be equal'i f ük = Q.

Alternatively, the transmi tted i ight, which is jn genera'l

el l i pti cal ly pol ari zed, can be converted to a pl ane po'lari zed

'l ight w'i th a Babinet compensator. The orientations of the

phane of polarization are different for the caset t¡ ¡üO and

Èl I -üt. I n both methods the angi e of Faraday rotati on i s

zero if ük = Q as in the case of a spin reorientation '

Fi nal ly, Raman spectroscopy can al so be conducted

with TmCr03 to obta'in the phonon energies and so provid'ing

a means to confirm the phonon energies deduced from phonon

si deband measurements of thi s work.
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